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Abstract 
 

This project consists of a detailed analysis and implementation of how to build a Force.com application with 
the Salesforce Platform and how it can be supported with best industry standard practices such as 
Continuous Integration and Continuous Delivery. 

The project begins by providing context regarding cloud computing, CRMs and Software Development life 
cycle and then starts getting into the details of the feature capabilities of the Force.com platform and 
understanding how the platform works and has been built.  

A Force.com project has been implemented entirely within the platform and has been supported with the 
implementation of a Continuous Integration and Delivery pipeline with a successful outcome. 
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Chapter 1:!  
Introduction and Objectives 
 
1.1.! Introduction 
 
Over the history, software development has evolved rapidly in all areas: from the way is built and tested to the 
way is deployed, ran and consumed. Traditionally, business have always had their software and infrastructure 
tightly coupled - which meant investing not only in the software development, but also in the development and 
maintenance of the infrastructure to run the software. In addition, the same business solution for a specific 
domain was been built over and over again for different multiple enterprises, reinventing the wheel in order to 
solve the same domain problem.  

Soon enough, software companies started to offer domain specific software solutions to businesses, but it still 
needed to be deployed in the infrastructure of each business, which made upgrades and customisations very 
hard to maintain.  

Few years later, thanks to having better internet speed and standardised protocols that enabled 
interchangeability of data which are technology agnostic, software companies started offering their services in 
a centralised manner over the internet. Here is where Cloud computing with Software as a Service (SaaS) 
began disrupting the market for businesses and consumers. This approach has changed the way the software 
companies engineer their infrastructure and systems to be able to offer their Services in a centralised manner. 
One of the immediate benefits for businesses is not having to invest in a specialised team for managing 
infrastructure and deploying, running and maintaining a particular software.  

With the disruption of SaaS also comes new challenges for software companies as they have to start 
supporting multiple requirements for different businesses and data in a centralised manner � though some of 
the vendors offer on premise solutions as well. These challenges cater for the different needs so that the end 
customer experience, the business experience and the development experiences are optimal for all actors 
involved in a SaaS experience.  

As the adoption of SaaS solutions has been extended amongst businesses, software vendors begin 
competing amongst each other to provide a distinctive solution of their services, adhering to certain 
parameters such as the feature offerings, the number customisations, costs, performance, security, reliability 
and scalability of the services they can offer. 

One of the market leaders amongst the cloud software vendors is Salesforce.com with its Force.com platform 
as part of the core offering of their services. This document dives in to the details of their existing offerings for 
every different actor involved: businesses, customers and developers and focuses on the insights of the 
Force.com platform. 
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The Salesforce.com ecosystem provides a series of cloud based solutions and a platform that allows 
businesses and third party software vendors to build solutions and customisations on their platform, 
abstracting the infrastructure, networks, hardware running costs and providing reliable out-of-the-box 
functionalities that can be highly customisable for every organisation. 

The Force.com platform allows rapid development and customisations as a lot the logic can built through 
point-and-click development. In addition, the platform provides its own development console, environments 
and a suite of tools that can allow having a robust development and release cycle.  

With the rise of automation in the development cycle and release process, it is key that the platforms allow 
easy integrations from external tools that are specialised in automations in order to promote continuous 
delivery in the build and deployment processes in the software. 

 

1.2.! Objectives 
 

The target of this document is to explain the success behind the Force.com platform, its core features and 
dive into the details of an end-to-end build software development pipeline process with the platform. 

The main focus areas will be: 

-! Understand the current trends and impacts of cloud based services, platforms and infrastructure; 

-! Overview of the current market offerings for CRMs and evaluate Salesforce.com as a market leader; 

-! Explain in depth the Continuous Integration and Continuous Delivery processes; 

-! Explore the Force.com platform	s core functionalities and features; 

-! Explain how the underlying architecture is designed in the Force.com platform; 

-! Detail the core development elements and tools in the Force.com platform; 

-! Implement best practices in the development cycle through a continuous integration build pipeline; 

-! Implementation of an App in the Force.com platform that goes through the CI/CD pipeline; 

-! Explain the costs and licensing models that the platform offers. 

 

1.3.! Study Context 
 

This document is targeted to an audience who would like to explore the benefits of one of the most advanced 
cloud-based platforms in the market and is keen on understanding how the software development cycle 
works for the platform.  
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It is recommended to have some design knowledge regarding databases, architecture and some of the 
standardised protocols and architectural patterns such as HTTP, REST and SOAP as well as Git concepts.  

1.4.! Document Structure 
 

This document is structured in a top-down approach. These are the main chapters of the document: 

-! Chapter 2 - State of the Art: This chapter sets the scene and the context of the current trends for 
cloud-based approaches and covers some of the existing offerings in the market regarding CRMs. It 
also covers software development cycle concepts which will be key for the following chapters.  

-! Chapter 3 � Salesforce.com and the Force.com platform: this chapter details what are the 
existing features and services that the Force.com platform provides and how businesses and users 
can benefit from it. 

-! Chapter 4 - Design and Architecture of the Force.com platform: this chapter covers how the 
Force.com is designed in order to fulfil the features described and its limitations.  

-! Chapter 5 � Development Life Cycle in Force.com: this chapter covers the main tools that the 
platform offers to developers and covers how to build a continuous integration pipeline in the platform 
with a Force.com project. 

-! Chapter 6 - Project Management: this chapter covers topics such as the Salesforce upgrades, 
Salesforce licensing costs, project planning estimations and costs.  

-! Chapter 7 - Conclusions and Future lines: a review of the author about the Force.com ecosystem. 
After gathering a deep insight of what is Force.com, how the platform has been built, how does the 
SDLC work in the platform and what are the existing tools and offerings, this section covers future 
lines for the project and some Salesforce trends. 

-! Glossary and Acronyms: summary of definitions and terms than are used throughout the 
document. 

-! References: main resources and links for the document. 

-! Appendix: additional utilities such as code snippets, configurations, etc. that have been implemented 
during the development. 
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Chapter 2:!  
State of the Art 
2.1.! Overview 
 

This section covers the fundamentals of Cloud services and some of the current market offerings. It also analyses 
some of the existing CRM cloud solutions. In addition, some of the fundamentals of the Software development 
cycle with Continuous Integration and existing solutions in the market will also be detailed. 

2.2.! Introduction 
 

Technology and building software has evolved rapidly throughout the years. New technologies are embraced 
and empowered by customers and businesses, solving new problems and adding multiple new integrations to 
the existing solutions. As these grow exponentially, software companies that can adopt and offer the most up-
to-date technology trends applied to businesses are more likely to disrupt the market and become market 
leaders. 

As new software trends come along, the fastest trend being adopted by all businesses is Cloud computing. All 
businesses are investing heavily in moving a lot of their legacy systems to cloud-based solutions, as they are 
several advantages in this area and reduces overall costs in many of the cases. In this chapter, there will a more 
detailed view of the Cloud offerings and their impacts. 

One of software services that jumped into the wagon of cloud computing were the Customer Relationship 
Management (CRM) services. Salesforce.com (SFDC) was and is � amongst other vendors - one of the pioneers 
in the market of cloud computing where a CRM is concerned. As part of its offering, they started building add-
ons in the CRM platform which evolved creating a full platform offering known as the Force.com platform. This 
chapter will cover some existing CRM	s in the market and will dive deeper in the Salesforce.com particularly as 
the recognised market leader in following chapters. 

Last but not least, the bigger scaled solutions and better process experiences require a more robust software 
development cycle which delivers software incrementally and in a rapid shape. With the cloud disruption, this 
cycle may vary from vendor to vendor. This chapter will cover the existing high level process and existing 
technologies that support the software development cycle process in the market. 
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2.3.! Cloud computing and Services 
 

According to the National Institute of Standards and Technology	s (NIST [CC1]) definition regarding Cloud 
computing: 
Cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a 
shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) 
that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction.� 

Thanks to the enormous accessibility that the Internet provides in the current world, there has and is an 
increasing tendency for businesses of moving solutions from a traditional solution deployed in the businesses 
infrastructure to cloud-based solution. This provides users and clients various major advantages as they are 
consuming a shared pool of services and resources where the underlying complexities are abstracted. However, 
there are some concerns to bear in mind as it can create a major dependency for the businesses with an external 
entity as they do not have total control. 

Traditionally, businesses have customized on premise solutions for they legacy systems. However, these have 
always meant to have certain constrains in the following areas: 

-! Infrastructure and Hardware costs: In traditional on premise solutions, there is strong initial investment in 
the hardware needed to support servers, supplying rooms for very large enterprises and providing multiple 
physical nodes for the different possible environments that the development team would be working on. 
As an alternate solution, smaller businesses have the tendency of hiring this to an external vendor. 

-! Server maintenance: There is a high cost of maintaining and monitoring the servers.  

-! Software upgrades: The business will be in charge of the software updates. 

-! Knowledge and Technical expertise: There is a need for the businesses to have a specialised team 
involved in the technical aspect of the solution, which will manage all the previous aspects. 

On the other hand, with the on-demand approach, there is a change in the strategy and focus area: businesses 
can focus their efforts in the business development and customer needs, whereas other complexities such as 
upgrades, security, hardware costs and maintenance will be held by the cloud vendor. Cloud vendors provide 
different cloud type of services: software, infrastructure or platform services in their cloud systems. 

This presents major advantages and a big evolution of how software is delivered and offered. However, on-
demand solutions also may have certain constraints: 

-! Internet connection is required. 

-! In many offerings, data is stored in the cloud, instead of been stored inside an organisation. This can be a 
cause for some organisations to be reluctant to use this kind of solutions, as their data is being held in the 
cloud	s infrastructure. 

-! Some cloud providers own the software and control the system. 
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2.3.1.! Main characteristics 

 
There are some characteristics that cloud-services provide. The characteristics empowered by the NIST of a 
cloud provider are (reference [CC2] ): 

-! On-demand self-service: A consumer can unilaterally provision computing capabilities, such as server 
time and network storage, as needed automatically without requiring human interaction with each service 
provider.  

-! Broad network access: Capabilities are available over the network and accessed through standard 
mechanisms that promote use by heterogeneous thin or thick client platforms (e.g., mobile phones, 
tablets, laptops, and workstations).  

-! Resource pooling: The provider	s computing resources are pooled to serve multiple consumers using a 
multi-tenant model, with different physical and virtual resources dynamically assigned and reassigned 
according to consumer demand. There is a sense of location independence in that the customer generally 
has no control or knowledge over the exact location of the provided resources but may be able to specify 
location at a higher level of abstraction (e.g., country, state, or datacenter). Examples of resources include 
storage, processing, memory, and network bandwidth. 

-! Rapid elasticity: Capabilities can be elastically provisioned and released, in some cases automatically, to 
scale rapidly outward and in ward commensurate with demand. To the consumer, the capabilities 
available for provisioning often appear to be unlimited and can be appropriated in any quantity at any time. 

-! Measured service: Cloud systems automatically control and optimize resource use by leveraging a 
metering capability at some level of abstraction appropriate to the type of service (e.g., storage, 
processing, bandwidth, and active user accounts). Resource usage can be monitored, controlled, and 
reported, providing transparency for both the provider and consumer of the utilized service. 

 

2.3.2.! Cloud Service Models 
 

Cloud services are in exponential growth at the moment. Despite of the multiple offerings that cloud vendors 
provide, the standard offerings can be categorised in the following models that have been agreed and defined 
by the NIST (reference [CC2] ): 

-! Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): The capability provided to the consumer is to provision processing, 
storage, networks, and other fundamental computing resources where the consumer is able to deploy 
and run arbitrary software, which can include operating systems and applications. The consumer does not 
manage or control the underlying cloud infrastructure but has control over operating systems, storage, 
and deployed applications; and possibly limited control of select networking components (e.g., host 
firewalls). 
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Or in other words, using a third party in order to host the infrastructure elements (hardware, software, servers 
and storage), abstracting maintenance, security and backups. IaaS offers abstracting the lowest level 
components in the cloud. 

-! Software as a Service (SaaS): The capability provided to the consumer is to use the provider	s 
applications running on a cloud infrastructure. The applications are accessible from various client devices 
through either a thin client interface, such as a web browser (e.g., web-based email), or a program 
interface. The consumer does not manage or control the underlying cloud infrastructure including network, 
servers, operating systems, storage, or even individual application capabilities, with the possible exception 
of limited user-specific application configuration settings.  

SaaS sits under the highest level of abstraction as it provides a full business ready capability to consume. 

-! Platform as a Service (PaaS): The capability provided to the consumer is to deploy onto the cloud 
infrastructure consumer-created or acquired applications created using programming languages, libraries, 
services, and tools supported by the provider. The consumer does not manage or control the underlying 
cloud infrastructure including network, servers, operating systems, or storage, but has control over the 
deployed applications and possibly configuration settings for the application-hosting environment.  

PaaS allows businesses or third parties to build software in their ecosystem by providing them with 
development tools in in order to configure and manage their applications. This type sits between SaaS and 
IaaS from an offering perspective. 

 

 

There are multiple PaaS types. Every PaaS can sit under a Public, Private or Hybrid type. These types refer to 
where the configurations and deployable artefacts are created in respect to on premise and on-cloud options: 

-! Public type: configuration and deployment is done in the cloud vendor	s resources. 

-! Private type: this option allows third parties to configure and deploy in their own infrastructure with a ready 
built solution.  

SaaS

PaaS

IaaS

Figure 1 - Cloud computing models (from lowest to highest level of abstraction) 
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-! Hybrid type: this option permits both options. As an example, making the configurations on the vendor	s 
cloud services and the deployment done in their local infrastructure. 

There are other types of PaaS solutions that can be categorised in mobile (Mobile Platform as a service), Open 
Source cloud platforms or by business type. 

 

2.3.3.! Cloud Computing Benefits 
 
As digital trends grow seemingly quickly, taking advantage of these has become a cornerstone for businesses. 
This implies that businesses need to acquire the knowledge expertise and have the capability to build software 
and hardware integrations to be able to pick up these trends. Cloud computing offers to outsource these 
capabilities at all levels abstraction: the infrastructure (IaaS), the ability to build new Software (PaaS) or ready 
services consumable services (SaaS). Some of the main benefits are: 

-! Hardware abstraction: cloud offerings avoid businesses to invest in hardware and their installments, 
configuration, testing and upgrading. This reduces cost as the service is outsourced to the cloud provider. 

-! Adaptable: cloud vendors offer highly configurability to benefit each of the business needs.  

-! Multi-tenancy: cloud vendors provide multiple applications and portals personalized to each business (or 
tenant). 

-! Reliability: the risk of having downtimes is shifted to the cloud provider. One of the major cornerstones of 
cloud providers is to offer a highly reliable with near to zero-downtime offering of their services. Customer 
support is always also a channel for any incident that may occur. 

-! Scalability: scalable solutions to aggregate new components and integrate with any new technology trend 
is offered out-of-the-box by cloud vendors. 

-! Performance: cloud vendors offer a quick request-response time of their services and scaling horizontally 
and vertically is normally easy. 

-! Security: cloud vendors guarantee secure environments and this cross-cutting concern is moved to the 
cloud vendor instead of the businesses. 

-! Storage: cloud vendors offer a full suite of abstraction when it comes to storage as they can manage 
Databases, back-ups, upgrades, encryption, recoveries and more over these. 

-! Delivery time: because hardware and software is outsourced, a lot of the delivery time is reduced and the 
focus turns more into implementing the business functionality. Cloud based resources can be used with a 
very low turnaround time in contrast with on premise solutions. As an example, with cloud apps it is just a 
matter of logging in and customising the app to use it. 
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2.3.4.! Cloud Considerations and Risks 
 

Although using cloud services has enormous benefits as described, there are some considerations and risks to 
be aware of when selecting a cloud vendor:  

-! Integration with other systems: how well a cloud provider can integrate with any other system is many 
times critical for businesses, as many times they will need to integrate with their legacy systems or custom 
built systems. 

-! Tooling and Developer experience in provider	s ecosystem: quality of development tools provided in order 
boost the developer	s productivity with enhanced quality will be one of the keys of the equation. The 
capability of having well-documented services and a strong developer community with an appropriate 
developer portal will facilitate this. 

-! Customisation: a lot of the offerings of each vendor comes down to how customisable a service is to a 
business need. This should be one of the differentiators parameters when deciding the appropriate 
vendor. 

-! Costs: normally the majority of vendors provide a pay-for-what-you-consume approach.  

-! Hosting of services: some business can consider where the services are being ran a critical parameter. 
Having the ability flexibility in where the service is hosted might be a parameter to have in mind for some 
businesses. 

-! Data hosting and privacy: having the data stored in some specific areas of the world may not comply to 
certain Legal and regulations of a specific country. This applies specifically to Financial and Health 
industries amongst others who may have critical user data information. 

-! Vendor lock-in: one of the business considerations when choosing a vendor is asking a question of how 
portable should or is the solution. Having the ability of changing vendors in the future with low effort may 
be an important aspect for businesses. Investing in migration efforts is one of the frontiers they will have to 
analyse in order to have a better understanding if a specific vendor is fit for purpose. A lot of the vendors 
offer standard solutions in open languages that allow easy migration between platforms. This creates low 
dependency between the solution that is built from where it is hosted and serviced.   
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2.3.5.! Cloud Market analysis 
 

There is major evidence that businesses are choosing to leverage cloud-based services. As a matter of a fact, 
according to Gartner	s1 market forecast analysis of the year 2017 regarding public cloud services, the forecast 
of investment in cloud services is to reach $246,841 millions in 2017 (reference article [CC4] ).  

These stats shown in the following diagram reflect the heavy investment injection in cloud services and their 
disruptive nature, as it allows businesses to meet their requirements more rapidly and abstracts underlying 
complexities.  

 

Figure 2 - Gartner's Worldwide Public Cloud Services Forecast (Millions of Dollars) - [CC4]  

 

There are multiple vendors that offer cloud services that map to the models defined by NIST. These are game 
changers and market leaders for each one of the models. 

 
2.3.5.1.! Infrastructure as a Service vendors (IaaS) 

 

The biggest players in this area as of today are Amazon Web Services (AWS), Azure and Google Compute 
Engine respectively (reference for IaaS comparisons [CC8] ). 

                                                
1 Gartner is the world's leading information technology research and advisory company � Reference: 
http://www.gartner.com/technology/why_gartner.jsp   
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-! Amazon Web Services (AWS): AWS has become the unbeatable market leader in the IaaS space. They 
offer a full range of storage and computing services with EC2 and additional specialized services that 
cover a whole suite of architecture patterns with their underlying technologies: queuing systems, caching, 
relational and NoSQL databases, a Content Delivery Network (CDN), storage, etc. 

They also provide multiple implemented architectural designs patterns with like Notification services, Machine 
Learning capabilities, etc. 

-! Windows Azure: Microsoft	s cloud service offers similar qualities of what other IaaS offerings. 
Administrators who come from a Microsoft environment will find this ecosystem easier to work with. 

-! Google Compute Engine is Google	s offering with the capability of creating and consuming new resources 
on the same global infrastructure as other Google products and services. It is also integrated seamlessly 
with other google services such as Google Cloud Storage.  

The following diagram shows the market comparison in Gartner	s magic quadrant for IaaS: 

 

 
Figure 3 - IaaS Gartner's Magic Quadrant [CC9] 
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2.3.5.2.! Platform as a Service vendors (PaaS) 
 
Platform as a Service provide customers the ability to develop, run and manage applications abstracting the 
underlying complexity infrastructure (hosting), databases, security and storage. Different type of PaaS vendors 
offer different solutions that line up to their business needs.  

The following diagram by G2 Crowd2 reflects the top market leaders in the PaaS space:  

 

 

 

The products in the Leader quadrant are Amazon Web Services EC2, Microsoft Azure, Heroku � which is a 
Salesforce.com acquisition -  the Force.com platform (part of the Salesforce.com ecosystem) and RedHat	s 
OpenShift. 

As mentioned, there are multiple types of PaaS. Particularly, there is one PaaS space which covers high 
productivity applications (hpaPaaS). This PaaS type embraces a low code approach for application 
development. The main reasons to encourage hpaPaaS to businesses is in order to have more focus of IT in 
solving business complexities and gain a higher level of innovation through the platform the vendors provide. 

In this space, Gartner has published their Magic Quadrant for hpaPaaS, where Salesforce and its Force.com 
platform have been recognised as the market leaders. 

                                                
2 G2 Crowd (https://www.g2crowd.com) G2 Crowd, the world	s leading business solution review platform, leverages more than 170,000 
user reviews to drive better purchasing decisions.  

Figure 4 – G2Crowd PaaS Market Analysis [CC11] 
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Figure 5 - Market analysis: Gartner's hpaPaaS Magic Quadrant [CC6]  

 
The underlying reasons for naming Salesforce as the market leader are due to five factors: 

- Investment in innovative capabilities: delivering AI, IoT and a new UX with just a few clicks. 

- Artificial Intelligence built into the platform: Salesforce Einstein provides embedded AI capabilities in the 
platform and a partnership with IBM Watson ensures that they are industry leaders. 

- Building Apps in the platform around the customer: Force.com platform ensures that apps are built on the 
Customers data.  

- Productivity and control to IT: the Force.com platform provides a high-productivity platform with low-code. In 
addition, the Salesforce Platform includes Heroku which allows any custom build to be easily integrated with 
the Force.com platform. In addition, there is availability to a market place where packages can be deployed on 
to the platform. 

- Learning platform: The Trailhead platform is a gamified platform for learners which covers all topics for 
development learning. 
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2.3.5.3.! Software as a Service vendors (SaaS) 
 

Every SaaS provides a custom business-specific solution. The services vary enormously as they are different 
industries and solution offerings for each one of the business needs.  

The next figure depicts some of the most recognised SaaS companies and their most valued cloud products 
that are currently disrupting the market for the different business needs and a rough cost according to 
AdvisoryHQ3: 

 

Figure 6 - Market analysis: advisoryhq best SaaS companies [CC5]  

 
  

                                                
3 AdvisoryHQ is one of the fastest-growing global online news media that provides extensive research, reviews, and rankings of firms and 
products. (http://www.advisoryhq.com/about-us/ ) 
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2.4.! Customer Relationship Management (CRM) Systems 
 

Customer Relationship Management (CRM) is a business strategy that helps businesses to manage their 
relationships and interactions with their customers and potential customers, which increases profitability and 
customer loyalty. A CRM system is a technology tool that enables to manage customer relationships across 
sales, marketing, customer service and digital commerce.  

At its core, it helps tracking relationships between people in an organisation and improves communication, 
regardless if they are customers, work colleagues, IT users, suppliers, etc. The main purpose of this type of 
systems is to gain more productivity and profitability in an organisation, having the customer as the main pillar 
of the data. 

CRM systems have started fulfilling a lot of the business needs as the data collected in the process of the 
customer goes through an end-to-end journey in the process: from tracking the potential opportunity to the 
customer satisfaction after a purchase. Enriching the data of a customer by tracking down sales opportunities, 
product selling, revenues, business impacts, etc. can make an increased profitability and a better 
understanding of customers, which allows business to make a greater impact and more profitability. 

There has been a very big transition between now and then of how the current CRM system	s work, what kind 
of solution is being delivered and what platform is provided. Platforms have evolved very rapidly and are 
moving towards a Cloud based solution, providing major facilities to companies to focus only in what is 
important to them: fulfilling their business needs with customer centric focus.  

 

2.4.1.! History of CRMs 
 

Before the 80	s businesses would get customer feedback via surveys. During the 80	s, there were new ways 
of dealing with marketing based on data and a first product attempted to manage contacts for businesses. In 
early 90s, the Sales Force Automation (SFA) process was firstly created in order to capture opportunities in a 
sales pipeline. 

In 1993, Tom Siebel	s Siebel Systems created the first attempt to build a CRM system where sales and 
marketing were together. However, until 1995 with the hand of Gartner, IBM and Siebel, was when the term 
Customer Relationship Management was recognised and started gaining momentum. In the late 1999, the 
new CRMs started going Mobile and new emergent CRM	s � Salesforce.com amongst them - started to 
disrupt the market with leading capabilities and making the CRM accessible to all business sizes. 

In 2003, Microsoft stepped up in the market with the hand of Microsoft Navision � which is now Dynamics 
NAV � covering CRM aspects. A year later, the first open-source CRM was released with the hand of 
SugarCRM. 

In 2008, CRMs started to integrate with social networks to extract more thorough contact detail information 
and understand trends. In 2009, Gartner proposed a definition of the CRM trends and future. Up to now, the 
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trend has been to integrate CRMs with Business Intelligence (BI) systems for enriched data analysis, stronger 
connections with Call Centres and better Marketing campaigns managements.  

The CRMs are now evolving to enrich data with Artificial Intelligence (AI) for better data predictability and 
they	ve moved to creating vertical CRMs. Vertical CRM	s are CRM systems specific to industries (i.e. 
Healthcare, Financial Services, etc.), broader than just the sales and marketing spaces. 

 
2.4.2.! Types of CRMs 

 

They are three main classifications of CRMs: operational, analytical and collaborative [0]: 

-! Operational: This type focuses heavily in automating workflows related to sales, marketing and customer 
service. 

-! Analytical: focused in populating data from different sources. This data-centric approach is accompanied 
by robust dashboards and reporting features, with data-driven workflows and automations around real-
time data. 

-! Collaborative: this type enhances communication tools by sharing tasks, activities, events, documents, 
etc.  

 

2.4.3.! Main Characteristics 
 

Traditionally, CRMs have been more Sales Force process oriented, having their Contact relationships as the 
cornerstone of the system. Every system provides a suite of cross-cutting functionalities that enable the 
customer management to be empowered. The main features that these provide are: 

-! Leads, Customer and Contact management: helping to manage customer acquisition and support to 
existing ones for ensuring customer satisfaction, ensuring all contacts for a customer are managed 
appropriately. 

-! Analytic reports and dashboards: viewing the data in a meaningful manner can make bigger business 
impact. 

-! Marketing management: through Campaigns and other marketing tools, CRMs allow to capture targeted 
audiences.  

-! Omni-channel access: providing flexibility of access to the platform through different channels such as 
web or mobile. 
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2.4.4.! CRM Benefits 
 

CRMs bring some deep advantages to businesses and, if used appropriately, can create major impacts on a 
business profitability through increased productivity and efficiency processes. Some of the key advantages 
are: 

-! Data driven decisions: through insights and real-time reporting, behavioural tracking and forecasts can be 
monitored and strategic decisions can be made with data evidence.    

-! Sales opportunities: being proactive in the market with a proper process can be a key differentiator in 
becoming a leader or, in contrast, reactive to market trends. Marketing tools can help providing 
personalised customer offerings and manage continuous feedback from them. 

-! Customer organisation: having a centric customer based data, where all their contacts, products, 
interactions, etc. is attached provides a full powered visibility of the customer	s domain and historic 
interactions. 

-! Marketing and Sales alignment: marketing and sales teams can feed each other to obtain better insights 
and focus areas. 

-! Sales forecasts: forecasts prediction through data insights can be done. 

 
2.4.5.! CRM Systems Considerations and Risks 

 

When making a decision about a suitable CRM for a business, the business needs to evaluate some of the key 
elements that will help choosing which is the best suited CRM solution. Some of the of the key considerations 
and risks that businesses will need to evaluate are: 

-! Customisation: how customisable a CRM can be to fit the business automated workflows and user 
experience is key. 

-! Analytics: storing data is great, but doing custom reporting is the only way that the data can be effective. 

-! Scalability: how is the CRM able to extend the solution to add more business features and requirements. 

-! Integration: integrating with external systems and legacy systems will help businesses to feed in and out 
data from the CRM system. 

-! Build effort: how much effort and build complexity is associated to fulfilling business needs.  

-! Omni-channel support: supporting various channels such as Web, Mobile or even external integrations as 
potential consumers of the system. 

-! Security: how much is the data and system protected from potential attacks.  
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-! Privacy: where data is hosted and how accessible it is for businesses may be a driver for some 
businesses. 

-! Costs: costs can be a factor when it comes to different licensing models or even vendors. 

-! Simplicity: ease of use can drive success amongst the business users. 

 

2.4.6.! CRM Systems Market Analysis 
 

A deep research has been done by Gartner - one of the most prestigious market analysts for technologies. 
Amongst the different CRM business specific market analysis, they have considered the following business 
areas amongst others: 

-! CRM Customer Engagement Centre: customer service and support applications for agents. 

-! CRM Sales Force Automation (SFA): applications that automate processes, sales and organisational 
activities for sales professionals.  

-! CRM Lead Management: applications that facilitate marketing and sales operations. 

-! Digital Commerce: services that allow buying and selling interactions amongst businesses, services, 
customers through different channels and technologies. T 

The next figures display Gartner	s Magic Quadrant analysis across the different business areas: 

Figure 8 - Gartner's Magic Quadrant for CRM Sales Force 
Automation SFA [CRM6] 

Figure 7 - Gartner’s Magic Quadrant for the CRM Customer 
Engagement Centre [CRM5] 
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Reviewing the analysis for the different business applications, it can be highlighted where different vendors 
have decided to focus their efforts and the vision that they	ve had for their products.  

Some of the vendors have a centralised their efforts in providing an ecosystem that can build with these 
multiple applications whilst others are specialised in one business application type. Good examples of cross-
application vendors are Salesforce, Oracle, SAP, Microsoft, Pegasystems, bpmonline amongst others.  

 
2.4.7.! Future lines 

 

In the CRM space, there are a few market trends that are being empowered and envisioned by the market 
Analyst and leaders. 

-! Vertical CRMs: creating industry specific CRMs is somethings vendors are trying to focus on as a lot as 
customisations tailored to each one of the industries satisfy different business needs. 

-! Artificial Intelligence (AI): driving forecasts and analysis based on predictions with Machine learning is one 
of the vast applications where this can be applied to. Also, the interaction with Chatbots for queries and 
customer support that are AI driven may be one of the applications. 

-! Knowledge sharing: platforms that embrace data and share these amongst the different applications will 
be one of the efforts for CRM platforms. 

 

Figure 10 - Gartner's magic quadrant for Digital 
Commerce [CRM8] 

Figure 9 - Gartner's Magic Quadrant for CRM Lead 
Management [CRM7] 
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2.5.! Software Development Life Cycle and Build automation 
 

The way software is built has evolved vastly over the years. With new technology stacks and processes, 
software development has helped not only meeting business requirements in lesser time, but also has 
improved Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) through automated processes.  

The Software (or Systems) Development Life Cycle is the process for developing software from the initiation to 
the end phase and its maintenance.  

The SDLC can process can be delivered in multiple methodologies, like Waterfall or Agile methodologies. 
Regardless of the methodology, the process steps are common in a SDLC. The following figure represents a 
simplified version of the SDLC: 

 

Figure 11 – Simplified Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) steps 

 

The main steps in the cycle are: 

-! Ideation and Planning: these steps is where a business idea is created, defined, prioritised and a plan is 
put into place. These steps define what is the software that will be produced and when. 

-! Analysis and design: these steps refine the idea in a more detailed manner, identifying the key 
functionalities and creating design prototypes and architectural designs that can support the solution. 
These steps define what will be built in more detail and how it will be built. 

Ideation and 
Planning

Analysis and 
Design

Build and 
deploymentsTesting

Maintainance
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-! Build and deployments: this step relates to the creation of the software from its implementation to its 
deployment in the required infrastructure with quality controls in place.  

-! Testing: software that is built is checked to ensure it meets the designed and described functionality. 

-! Maintenance: any support required for running the software, enhancements or bug fixes are raised and 
managed, feeding them into the SDFC planning.  

One of the main objectives for organisations is to deliver software applications and services at a faster pace. 
This will allow them to compete more effectively in the market and change software in a more rapid manner, 
adapting to any new requirements and upcoming technologies that may need software implementations.  

There are trending processes that can help improve the Build step for an organisation in the SDLC in order to 
achieve the high pace delivery requirements that organisations demand. These include some practices for 
improving the implementation and code quality, as well as automating deployments and even environments 
management.  

Practices such as Continuous Integration (CI) and Continuous Delivery (CD) have now been consolidated as 
best practices in the development cycle. The following sections will describe in depth these approaches. 

 

2.5.1.! Source Control Systems 
 

Source code is the heart of any software. Every application or service can be depicted by a set of instructions 
that effectively build constructs the software. 

Traditionally, developers would work in isolation with the source code. This made managing the code base for 
a team with multiple developers very hard, as there were making changes in parallel and then consolidating a 
merged version in a code base became very challenging and added regression testing risk. 

In order to solve this problem, Source Control Management (SCM) or Version Control Systems (VCS) emerged 
providing the ability to track changes in a file system over time. Specifically, in a development team	s case, the 
source code is what will be tracked. They are a common extended tool used in software development.  

 

2.5.1.1.! Benefits of VCSs  
 

Benefits of controlling changes through a VCS are enormous. A VCS is one of the basic tools that software 
development teams have as part of their set of tools.  

-! History of changes and traceability: keeps track of every change in a file system, saving dates when the 
change occurred, what was modified and who modified it. 
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-! Rollbacks to points in time: VCS systems allow to jump to any of the stored changes over time of the file 
system. 

-! Allows developers to work in parallel and facilitates a suite of operations to control changed files and 
conflict checks when changes have been done in the same file. 

-! Allows to implement a workflow and a strategy aligned to the functionalities that need to be built. 

-! Collaborative tool designed for team work with secure access. 

Most importantly, VCS systems allow to have a single source of truth in a repository for the whole software 
where projects can rely on. 

  

2.5.1.2.! VCS Technologies and vendors 
 

There are multiple VCS solutions that have been built. The most extended current technologies are Subversion 
(SVN) and Git. 

 

2.5.1.2.1.! Subversion (SVN) 
 

Subversion (SVN) is an open source project under the Apache license and was founded in 2000 and in 2004 
the version 1.0 was released (it became part of the Apache project in 2010). Subversion intended to enhance 
and open-source traditional CVS features, creating a centralised server with some additional features. Some of 
the core features of SVN amongst others are: 

-! Has most of CVS features. 

-! Maintains versioning for: directories, files, operations such as copying, deleting, renaming. 

-! Branching and tagging. Branches make a copy of the file system. 

-! Commits are atomic, not partial. 

-! File locking: this feature allows users to ensure they are the only ones modifying a file. 

The next diagram shows the topology of a centralised server: 
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Figure 12 - Centralised VCS Server (i.e. Subversion) 

2.5.1.2.2.!Git 
 

Git is free and open source Version System created by Linus Torvald (creator of Linux) in 2005. It has become 
the most extended VCS in use during the latest years. 

It stores the file system state in a database. It consists of a local repository and a remote server, where the 
changes are synchronised. It is characteristic to be very fast in speed and performance.  

One of the main features of why Git is so fast is because it stores data as a stream of snapshots, not as the 
differences between files. A snapshot is a full state of the repository.  

A commit is a bundle of changes submitted of a file system. A snapshot is created whenever a file system 
change is committed. To be able to commit changes, files must be added to a staging area in order to select 
the files that need to be committed.  

Git provides branches in order to point to commits. A branch is just a pointer to a specific snapshot (a 
commit), which makes creating new branches (branching) and merging (union of two snapshots in separate 
branches) basic low-expensive operations in Git. Branches are used to begin a separate line of development. 

When creating a repository, an empty branch is created. This branch will be the master branch by default. 
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Some of the most common operations in Git are: 

-! Branch: this command allows to manage branches; 

-! Merge: allows to merge two branches into a single branch.  

-! Commit: stores a new snapshot of bundled changes of the file system in the local Git repository. 

-! Push: pushes the committed changes of a branch in to a remote repository, synchronising changes made 
locally with the remote server. 

-! Fetch: updates remote changes in the server to locally. 

-! Pull: updates remote changes in the server to locally and merges them in the working copy. 

-! Clone: clones a remote repository locally. 

-! Checkout: allows navigation between branches. 

-! Add: adds files to staging area.  

The next diagram shows a distributed CVS server such as git. It also shows a simple example workflow for 
making changes in a Git repository for an existing branch from a developer	s machine (with no conflicts): 

 

Figure 13 - Git development workflow example 
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As Git is open source, any developer can download and install a Git server. However, there are Git server 
offerings that have become extremely popular as the vendors have created a suite of tools to manage Git in an 
advanced collaborative manner and with an optimal interface. 

The most popular vendors are GitHub, Bitbucket and GitLab. These three Git servers offer very rich features 
with enhanced UIs that enable having appropriate code quality checks.  

One of the main features that these vendors offers is the ability of creating Pull requests for team code reviews 
and adding merging conditions in specific branches. This enables adding control over some of the branches. 
A pull request is a process in which a developer wants to merge a specific branch to another through a review 
process with other developers.  

 

2.5.1.2.3.!Git vs SVN 
 

A vast number of projects have been using SVN as it gained tremendous popularity at the beginnings of 2000. 
However, Git has proven to conquer the market space the last years and gained more popularity as the 
tooling, new features and benefits around it have become evident. 

 

 Git SVN 

CENTRALIZATION Decentralised: offline source control. 
Developers can version control their changes 
offline and then push to the server once they 
are online. 

Centralised. Developers can	t 
version code unless they are 
connected to the server. 

COMPLEXITY Adds complexity: local vs remote More simple: one single place 
where the filesystem is 
centrally managed. 

SPEED Faster Slower 

SUITABILITY FOR 
LARGE PROJECTS 

More Suited for Open Source projects (fork + 
pull requests) 

 

STRATEGY Lighter branching and Merging features as 
they don	t create a copy but are just pointers 
to commits. 

Creates a copy when 
branching 

LOGS Tracks changes of the whole repository 
through snapshots 

Track changes of each file 
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2.5.2.! Environments 
 

An environment is a system where the source code of a particular software is run. In a SDLC, there are 
multiple environments that an organisation defines with different characteristics.  

Each organisation defines their own suite of environments according to their needs depending on team sizes, 
number of systems, integrations and dependencies of the product, quality gates and testing. The process of 
promoting code to an environment is called deployment. 

Generally, all mid to large size projects have a minimum suite of environments that are common. The next 
figure shows an example of the most common environments used in large business project: 

 

Figure 14 - Most Common Environments in a SDLC 

 

-! Integrated Development Environment (IDE): it is the environment where code is produced. It can sit 
on a local developer	s machine or remotely. There are multiple tools and vendors that vary depending on 
the language of development and the capabilities that the tools offer.  

Some examples of very extended IDEs on the local machine are Eclipse and IntelliJ for Java development, 
VisualStudio for the .NET framework, XCode for iOS development, Android Studio for Android applications 
development amongst many others. 

There are also some tools that sit in the cloud. This trend is emerging and starting to gain power amongst 
developers. Some examples are c9.io that provides a Multilanguage development environment in the cloud or 
Serverless approaches.  
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Serverless code is code that can run in the cloud without the need of creating a dedicated server for running 
the new bits of code. Some examples are Amazon	s AWS lambda functions, IBM Bluemix capabilities or the 
Force.com platform. The SDLC can be slightly different for these approaches. This document runs through the 
Force.com example in Chapters 4 and 5. 

-! Development environment: the development environment is where developers promote their source 
code to a remote server that is different to theirs. The development environment provides a first stable 
environment where initial integrations between different technologies are tested together. It is the first 
environment where the team deploys their changes together of every individual developer. Dependencies 
to external systems are normally mocked in this environment. 

-! Integration environment: in some large projects, there are multiple software systems that depend on 
each other and have a different delivery pace. This environment is used to integrate a stable software 
amongst different external systems. Normally, every external system provides a dedicated testing 
environment for integration purposes. 

-! Testing environment: this environment is used for User Acceptance testing. It is an environment where 
functionalities are cross-checked by the users who have defined it. 

-! Pre-production: this environment is an exact replica of the production environment. The purpose of this 
environment is to perform security/penetration and performance testing. This environment is also useful for 
simulating deployments and highlighting hurdles in the deployment process to the production 
environment. 

-! Production: the production environment is where the software application is released and used by end-
users. It is where the service or application offered is hosted. 

 

2.5.3.! Continuous Integration 
 

The software development phase is a complex phase as it involves creating the source code, compiling it, 
adding all the necessary libraries and other dependencies, running it and verifying that it works. If over this 
process, we add dependencies of which operating system the code is running and what external system 
dependencies it relies on in order to work, it will only be adding a lot of risk for the source code to become 
tedious and a slow process. 

Continuous Integration (CI) is a software development practice that tries to overcome these risks by gathering 
quick feedback to the developers at an early stage of development. This practice consists of having 
incremental changes continuously in a central repository, which triggers an automated build in order to test the 
software in a centralised manner.  

One of the key principles in this practice is automation. As there is one unique centralised source of truth 
which is the repository, developers won	t have to wait to understand if the changes made and pushed to the 
centralised source code have broken the compilation with the code checked by other developers. In addition, 
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it also checks that parts of the software haven	t broken as the idea behind it is to run the necessary automated 
tests for the changes made. 

 

2.5.3.1.! Benefits of Continuous Integration  
 

There are multiple benefits of having a continuous integration process embedded in the software development 
life cycle: 

-! Get quick feedback to developers by addressing bugs quicker for every change published to the 
repository. 

-! Improve software quality as one of the cornerstones is to have a suite of tests that can be ran in an 
automated fashioned way. 

-! Quicker releases as the changes become incremental. 

-! Controlled software updates having continuous feedback of existing functionality not failing. 

 

2.5.3.2.! Continuous Integration process  
 

A Continuous Integration process can have multiple steps in order to ensure a change has been successful. 
These are called Build steps. Build steps vary depending on the source code language, technologies selected, 
organisational constraints, infrastructure, dependencies, etc. 

However, the goal is a common: to provide developers continuous feedback in a rapid automated fashioned 
way. 

The following diagram presents a Continuous Integration server connected with a centralised Version Control 
system. 
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Figure 15 - Continuous Integration Server with Version Control System 

 

A common development flow for a Continuous Integration process would be: 

1.! Developers synchronise source code from the centralised Version Control system.  

2.! Developers source code changes with the help of their IDE, adding unit tests for the individual 
components and integration tests between components. Developers will build the code and run tests 
in their local environments. The build process will vary depending on the language and technologies. 
For example, part of the build process could be compiling the source code, packaging the 
dependencies, having a central repository of generated components (artifacts), containarising a 
service, etc. It will depend on the suite of technologies selected for development. 

3.! Developers commit code into the centralised Version Control server.  

4.! The Continuous Integration server will then pick up the changes that have been pushed to the 
centralised repository. This process might be triggered manually. However, best practice approaches 
would be to start the build automatically when changes occur in the VCS. 

5.! The CI server will have a suite of Pre-build steps. These are steps that will be executed before 
beginning the build server. Usually these are configuration steps in order to set up the CI server 
environment and the triggers of what triggers the build to begin. 

6.! Execution of Build steps. The first step of the build steps will usually be setting up environment 
configurations and checking out the source code of the selected branch of the VCS.  
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7.! One the source code is checked out in the CI server, the necessary build steps to have the code 
running and tested will be executed. 

8.! Run tests as part of the source code. Though this is optional, it is a best practice as part of a CI 
process. 

9.! Additional build steps could be added at this point to ensure higher code quality. For instance, running 
a code check tool would benefit that best practices of a specific language are being used. 

10.!Post-build steps. These steps define what to do after all build steps have been executed. The final 
outcome will be a Success or a Failure. In either case, multiple steps can be added in order to model 
fulfil the software development requirements. As an example, notifications could be sent to the users 
who might have broken a functioning build. 

 

2.5.3.3.! Continuous Integration servers 
 

There are multiple vendors and technologies in the market which provide CI servers. The current top servers in 
the market are: 

-! Jenkins: Jenkins is the leading automation server. It is open-source and extensible as multiple add-ons 
(plugins) can be installed.  

-! Bitbucket: Bitbucket is a CVS with the ability of providing a pipeline for the Continuous Integration service. 

-! CircleCI: CircleCI is a cloud-based offering for developing continuous integration. It supports builds for 
different languages including Mobile development. 

-! TravisCI: TravisCI has focused in integrating testing tools as part of their solution. 

-! Microsoft Team Foundation: Microsoft product that provides a whole suite of CI capabilities: from source 
code management to automated builds, testing and reporting. 
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2.5.4.! Continuous Delivery 
 

Continuous Delivery (CD) is a process where changes are automatically built, tested and ready to be released 
in production. Continuous Delivery expands on the concept of CI as it also deploys the code to target 
environments after a build is successful. 

 
Figure 16 - Continuous Delivery process 

 

In Continuous Delivery, automating the deployment is part of the process having the correspondent 
automated checks in place like automated test, code checks, etc. The promotion to the Production 
environment is triggered manually to allow alignment with release dates. 

Continuous Delivery has some enhanced steps to the CI process: 

1.! Build is success with CI process. 

2.! As part of the CI process best practices, a repository should be tagged to that specific point in time. 
In some scenarios depending of the used technology, an artifact is created with a package of the 
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component of the deployed software and it is stored centrally. This artifact is what gets promoted and 
tested across the environments. Example of Artifact repositories are Artifactory/JFrog or Nexus. 

3.! A new process is triggered automatically when the CI build is executed successfully. This new process 
deploys the new code to a specific environment (or a ready-built artifact). 

4.! Tests are run against the new environment. In this case, tests are not just subject to Unit tests, but 
expanded to integration tests between different system boundaries, UI testing, performance testing, 
etc. It depends of the system and team	s requirements. 

5.! If deployment is successful and all regression tests have run successfully, then repeat from step 3 until 
manual checks in the process are required. 

In some of the cases, the creation, management and replication of Environments can be automated. 
Technologies such as Ansible, Puppet or Chef allow creating blueprint for configurations in environments and 
scripts, that allow to promote and apply configuration changes in a repetitive manner.  

 
2.5.5.! Continuous Deployment 

 

Continuous Deployment is taking one step further the CD process by automating as well the very last step: the 
deployment to production. 

 

Figure 17 - Continuous Deployment process 
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Chapter 3:!  
Salesforce.com and the Force.com 
platform 
3.1.! Overview 
 

This chapter dives into the details of Salesforce and its core platform. With this chapter, the reader will gain the 
understanding of: What is Salesforce and the Salesforce Platform, the main core features of the Salesforce 
Platform and additional services and integrations with the platform.  

 

3.2.! Introduction 
 

Salesforce is one of the major disruptors and leaders in the current market for CRMs and cloud-based 
services. It was founded in 1999 as a specialised CRM product with a Cloud first approach, making CRMs 
available and affordable to small and large businesses.  

Salesforce	s services have been offered in the Cloud since the very beginning. This has enabled having 
affordable prices for small and large businesses as costs are reduced. This approach has saved business from 
investing in software maintenance, hardware or setup costs and has meant that businesses can focus their 
efforts in creating and applying their business logic. In addition, this has implied that the Salesforce is 
accessible from anywhere and from any device with an internet connection. 

Salesforce has evolved to become more than a single product. It has evolved to provide cloud-based solutions 
and a set of tools and services for businesses who intend to manage customer relationships, sales, marketing 
and application development. Moreover, it now offers a bigger variety of solutions oriented to other industry 
services like Healthcare or Finances amongst others.  

In addition, the suite of tools that Salesforce offers helps any business to build any application in their platform. 
The Salesforce Platform (or Force.com) is considered to provide one of the highest-productivity applications 
services in the cloud. This allows businesses or third parties to build new software in a very rapid manner, 
leveraging the toolset that Salesforce provides in their ecosystem. 

Some of the additional advantages of developing in the Salesforce Platform is that businesses can benefit from 
any of the out-of-the-box core features that the platform provides such as audit trails, automations, inbound 
and outbound emails, analytics with AI, etc. as well as rapid development for customisations. 
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According to Salesforce ([SFDC1] ): 
Salesforce is the world's leading CRM software and enterprise cloud 
ecosystem. The Salesforce Customer Success Platform can help your business grow into a more streamlined, 
effective and efficient organisation across sales, service, marketing and more.� 

As stated previously, Salesforce is one of the market leaders when it comes to CRMs and high-productivity 
application cloud platforms and services as recognised by Gartner. They have over 100,000 organisations and 
more than 220,000 deployed apps currently in their platform. The Salesforce platform offers a robust, secure, 
reliable and highly scalable internet applications for multiple channels (mobile, web or other integrations).  

Salesforce has not only been recognised as a market leader in some of the cloud offerings, but has been 
ranked as the most innovative company in 2017 by Forbes and also in the last 6 years: 

 

 

Figure 18 - Forbes - The world's most Innovative Companies [SFDC2] 

Salesforce is a company with 28,000 employees which continues with a rapid growth, innovating during 18 
years. 
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3.3.! Salesforce Cloud based offerings 
 

Salesforce offers a big suite of fully operational products and services applied to different industries, big and 
small businesses. 

The next table represents the different categories that Salesforce offers with their products and services 
[SFDC3]: 

Category Product / Service Description 

Sales 

Sales Cloud Sales Force Automation (SFA) and CRM solution. 

SalesforceIQ Simple CRM for small businesses. 

Salesforce Quote-to-
Cash 

Focused on delivering quotes, proposals, contracts, 
automated billing, subscriptions and revenue tracking. 

Data.com Business-to-business prospecting and data cleansing. 

Industries 
Financial Services Cloud CRM dedicated for Financial Services industries such as 

banking, insurance, etc. 

Health Cloud CRM for managing patient relationships. 

Commerce Commerce Cloud Digital commerce with personalised shopper journeys, point 
of sale and order management.  

Service 
Service Cloud Help desk and customer support. 

Desk.com Customer support for small businesses. 

Analytics Einstein Analytics Multi-channel business analytics enhanced with AI on any 
Data and device. 

Community 
Community Cloud Communication channels for customers, partners, 

employees. 

Chatter Social network and embedded chat for the business. 

Productivity Quip Collaborative documents, spreadsheets, checklists. 

Marketing 
Marketing Cloud Digital marketing platform with complete tools for marketing 

management. 

Pardot B2B marketing automation.  
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Salesforce DMP Data Management Platform. Intention to capture customer 
data from any source and analyse it in order to drive 
business results.  

Platform and 
Apps 

Salesforce Platform and 
Force.com 

Salesforce	s Platform as a Service to enable rapid delivery, 
configuration, customisation and extension. Lightning 
features enabled.  

Salesforce Platform Lightning provides rich components built 
with HTML, CSS and JavaScript.  

AppExchange Marketplace to search and enrol Apps, Components or 
Consultants. 

Heroku Enterprise Heroku provides the flexibility to create apps in the preferred 
languages, tools and servers. Optimal for custom builds and 
integrations external of the Force.com platform with 
seamless integration. 

Internet of 
Things 

IOT Cloud Platform to integrate IoT with the CRM. 

 

 

 

Figure 19 - Salesforce offerings [SFDC6] 
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3.4.! The Salesforce Platform 
 

The Salesforce Platform sits at the core of all the offerings provided. The suite of core functionalities built are in 
the cloud, having the platform as the backbone of all products, apps and services offered within the platform 
with a multitenant capability.  

Any business can integrate seamlessly with any of these core functionalities, making the most of the platform 
to be able to deliver any requirement needed. 

 

 

Figure 20 - Salesforce Architecture with Salesforce Platform [SFDC7] 

 

The Salesforce Platform is an ecosystem where everything is integrated. At is core, all technologies are 
powered with metadata and different parts like data services and API	s. Multiple technologies have been 
added to provide new offerings and solutions like Artificial Intelligence with Salesforce Einstein or the Lightning 
framework to create highly rich visual apps. All the applications are built on top of the Salesforce Platform 
offerings. 

Two of the main platforms in the Salesforce Platform ecosystem are: 

-! The Force.com platform: the Force.com is the multitenant metadata-driven platform which provides 
rapid out-of-the-box configurations and a whole range of functionality, tools and services to developers.  

-! Heroku: Heroku is an IaaS provider that was acquired by Salesforce.com. It allows developers to deploy, 
run and manage applications written in their language of preference, abstracting any complexity regarding 
infrastructure and hardware and offering capabilities with the latest technologies like Docker.  
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3.5.! The Force.com platform 
 

The Force.com platform has been recognised as the #1 application Platform as a Service from Gartner. It 
allows to create customisable cloud applications in a very rapid manner, having embedded and abstracted a 
secure, scalable and hardware-less stack.  

Moreover, the Force.com platform provides a wide suite of out-of-the-box services and tools that allow 
customisations, business automations, integrations with external systems, etc.  

This section will provide some of the services and tools provided out-of-the-box in the Force.com platform 
focusing in the following core elements: 

-! Data Modelling; 

-! User Interface; 

-! Business Logic; 

-! Analytics and Reporting; 

-! Users Identity management and security; 

-! Collaboration tools; 

 

3.5.1.! Data Modelling 
 

Force.com offers an integrated cloud database with multiple features. In addition, it also offers connecting to 
external databases with Salesforce Connect. 

In the Force.com platform	s integrated database, tables are called objects and columns are called fields. 

The platform offers a suite of standard objects - which are objects that already exist in the platform and their 
fields can be extended. Moreover, it allows organisations to create custom objects (new tables and 
relationships) with all the features that the platform offers out-of-the-box.  
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Figure 21 - Example of the Account Standard Object setup view 

 

The platform offers Data modelling management with a rich point-and-click interface as well as through REST 
API calls. When an object is created, it contains some default values (amongst others) such as: 

-! Label: name rendered in the UI for the object. 

-! Object Name: name of the new object accessible through the API. 

-! Description. 

It also offers setting additional out-of-the-box features such as Reporting, Tracking History in fields for 
auditing, allowing Chatter interaction for the embedded social network or making the custom object 
searchable.  

Every object can configure a set of fields. The field types can be: 

-! Numeric values: number, currencies, percentages. 

-! Dates: Date and DateTime types. 

-! Limited options: picklists (list of known values), checkbox. 

-! Texts: rich texts, texts with 255 characters, long texts. 

-! Calculations: allows to have calculations in a field such as custom formulas, summaries, etc. 

Objects can have relationships between them, just as tables do in a relational database. These can be set up 
with the different type of relationships: 
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-! Look-up relationship: links objects (custom or standard) adding a look-up field type in one of the objects. 
There is a limit of having a maximum of 25 look-up relationships in an object. 

-! Master-detail relationship: creates a parent-child relationship between two objects. This type of 
relationship makes the child object tightly coupled to the parent. If the parent record is deleted, then the 
child record will be deleted as well. There is a limitation of having a maximum of 2 master-detail fields in an 
object. 

-! Self-relationships: self-relationships are solved using a look-up relationship to the same object. 

-! Many-to-many relationships: many-to-many relationships are achieved by creating a custom object (called 
junction object) with two relationships between the junction object with their respective parents. 

 

3.5.2.! User Interface 
 

One of the core-features that the Force.com provides is rapid creation and configuration of a user interface. 
There are multiple user interface types. These are: 

-! Page layouts, Tabs and Apps; 

-! Visualforce pages; 

-! Lightning pages; 

-! Mobile apps; 

 

3.5.2.1.! Page layouts, Tabs and Apps 
 

When creating an object in Salesforce, a new default user interface page can be created to manage the 
records in the object. This page is called the Page Layout, where fields, custom links, field locations, page 
section customisations, field properties and buttons are configurable amongst others.  
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Figure 22 - Custom Object Page Layout example 

 

As part of an object creation in Salesforce, another option is the possibility of creating a Tab for the object. 
Tabs can be embedded as part of an App and shown in the top tab bar.  

 

Figure 23 - Sample Tab bar for the Sales CRM solution 

 

Figure 24 - Custom Object Tab 

In addition, custom tabs can also display an external web or a Visualforce page. 

An App in Force.com terms consist of a bundle of objects and tabs. These provides the flexibility of creating 
multiple Apps with the same objects and encourage reuse in an organisation with multiple Apps. Apps can be 
customised with a logo. 
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Figure 25 - UC3Mforce App as an Example custom built App 

 

3.5.2.2.! Visualforce pages 
 

Visualforce allows developers to create custom user interfaces hosted natively in the Force.com platform. 
Visualforce is based on a tag-based mark-up language.  

Its syntax is very similar to the Java Server Pages (JSP), where the page is rendered on the server side and 
then the resulting HTML file is fed to the client which requested the page. This allows to add some additional 
logic than the standard Page Layouts, like queries or other database operations when rendering the page. 

 

3.5.2.3.! Lightning Framework 
 

In 2014 the Lightning Framework was introduced. One of the major achievements before that time had been 
to enable Salesforce compatibility with Mobile devices through Salesforce1. At the same time, a requirement 
that was UI driven for different screen sizes and device types encouraged a long-term vision and reuse of how 
to design and build Salesforce UI components that are responsive.  

This is how the Lightning platform began to play a key role and is practically replacing step by step the Visual 
Force pages, having a new look and feel and using JavaScript, HTML and CSS in a highly reusable manner. 

 

3.5.2.4.! Mobile App 
 

With the Salesforce	s mobile app, users can access the Force.com Apps that have been built and deployed in 
any particular sandbox. The suite of custom objects can be easily accessed in the mobile devices seamlessly 
as Force.com Apps are displayed. 
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3.5.3.! Business Logic 
 

The Force.com platform offers not only Data and UI customisations, but also enables to add the necessary 
business logic needed in order to fulfil any requirement. The Force.com platform offers adding business logic 
through: 

-! Roll-up summary fields and Formulas; 

-! Apex Classes and Triggers; 

-! Integrations; 

 

3.5.3.1.! Roll-up summary fields and Formulas 
 

Roll-up summary fields are a specific field type that can be created in Objects in order to display sums, 
minimum, maximum or counts amongst all the records of an Object. 

Formulas fields are operations that cross between different objects that are linked through a master-detail or 
look-up relationship.  

 
Figure 26 - Formula field options in the Force.com platform 
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Figure 27 - Advanced formula field in Force.com 

 

3.5.3.2.! Apex classes and triggers 
 

Force.com provides high configurability and customisation through point-and-click features. However, there 
are times that more control or a major level of customisation is needed. This can be done through Apex Code. 
Apex code is an Object-oriented programming language which it	s syntax looks very similar to Java.  

Apex allows to insert custom business logic in different events of the Force.com platform such as button 
clicks, record updates or UI pages.  

Database triggers, scheduled batch jobs and Web Service requests can also trigger Apex code.   

 

3.5.3.3.! Integrations 
 

Business logic can involve multiple systems and not only Force.com. For facilitating integration with the logic, 
the Force.com platform offers: 

-! Apex Web Services: offers to expose Apex classes through REST or SOAP for inbound connections; 

-! Email Services: allows to send and receive emails. This functionality can be extended if used with Apex 
classes to process email contents; 

-! Apex Callouts:  allows to call external Web Services (SOAP or REST); 

-! Outbound Messaging: part of Workflow rules to trigger calls to external systems through SOAP in a 
point-and-click configuration manner; 
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3.5.3.4.! Automation of processes and flows 
 

Many of the Business processes that begin to have a repeated pattern can be automated. The Force.com 
platform provides two powerful tools that sits into the Business Process Management (BPM) category: 
Workflows and Approval Processes. 

BPMs focus in optimising business processes by automating, tracking them or generating a flow that improves 
performance.  

-! Workflows: Workflows rules try to automate fully a process when an entry criteria is met to initiate the 
process. The process can multiple immediate actions or a time dependant action.  

 

Figure 28 - Example of a Workflow Rule for the Business Logic 

-! Approval Processes: Approval processes automate processes but will eventually need a manual 
intervention and an approval process. It helps defining the process with each step and its actions when 
approved or rejected. 

A process can also be set up through the new Process Builder, which provides a rich UI to build a process in 
a very quick manner setting conditions when certain criteria is met. 
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3.5.3.5.! Auditing and logs 

 

Every Object in the Force.com platform can have Audit trails setup. By default, values such as the created and 
updated time and the user who updated or created the record or the object are recorded. Additionally, audit 
trails allow to display the 20 most recent changes with the description of the change for Object changes or 
fields in a record with Field History tracking option.  

Moreover, the Force.com platform also offers a set of Logs at different levels depending on the setup of the 
environment. 

 

3.5.4.! Analytics and reporting 
 

The Force.com allows to gather data across multiple ways and sources. One its main features is to provide a 
rich way of how to visualise the data in real-time, create snapshots and forecasts from it. These features are 
fulfilled with powerful tools such as Reports generation and data viewing through Dashboards.  

 

3.5.4.1.! Reports 
 

The Force.com platform allows businesses to create various report types just with a few clicks for standard 
and custom objects. Reports data is always generated in real time. 

The creation and configuration of reports are stored in folders inside the Force.com. There are three main 
report types: 
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-! Tabular reports: displays records of objects in a table like format with the grand totals.  

-! Summary reports: allows grouping of rows of data.  

-! Matrix reports: summarises reports in a Matrix shaped format. Allows data to be grouped by columns and 
rows.  

By default, reports are generated over a selected object (Standard report types). It can then surface through 
the object relationships to obtain more data. In addition, Force.com also provides an option to create Custom 
Report Types, which allows to create customised reports for more complex unions and relationships between 
Objects. 

Summary reports and Matrix reports can be used to generate dashboards. In addition, Reports provides 
options to export data into Excel and sending them through email to Salesforce users.  

Report Analytical Snapshots allow generated report data to be mapped in objects and ran in scheduled times. 
This is a good way to store historical data relevant to a business so that it can perform trend analysis. 

 

3.5.4.2.! Dashboards 
 

A Dashboard is way graphical representation of the reports. Dashboards can be generated through Matrix 
reports or summary reports and they display the data of the last time a report was run.  

Force.com supports multiple type of graphs for the Dashboards and multiple different graph components can 
be added in a single dashboard in order to have a holistic view of structured graphs. 
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Figure 29 - Dashboard graph example in Force.com 

 

3.5.5.! Collaboration tools 
 

The Force.com provides out-of-the-box some standard objects and some collaboration tools to make 
productivity and team communication richer.  

 

3.5.5.1.! Salesforce Chatter 
 

The Force.com provides Salesforce Chatter, a social network for businesses embedded in the Force.com 
platform. 

Users can collaborate by commenting, mentioning other users, creating hashtags, posting in any their feeds or 
creating groups. Moreover, it allows users to create Polls and raise Questions to specific groups and followers. 

 

 

Figure 30 - Force.com Chatter posts 
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In addition, Chatter allows to track activity in certain Force.com objects through Chatter Streams, allowing 
users to have updates that are occurring in their organisations. 

 

3.5.5.2.! Other Collaboration tools 
 

There are other collaboration tools that are provided through the Force.com platform. Some of the most 
outstanding ones are: 

-! Tasks, Events and Calendars: the Force.com platform provides users to be able to manage and create 
tasks and Events, assigning them to users and managing them in a Calendar. 

 

Figure 31 - Example of Task creation in the Force.com platform 

 

-! Files: file sharing is enabled so that user can upload resources to a shared or a private location in the 
Force.com platform. 
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3.6.! Other Salesforce Platform services 
 

We	ve covered how the Force.com platform provides a whole variety of features that can be leveraged by any 
business and how it acts as an enabler for rapid development. However, there are few additions worth 
mentioning. 

 

3.6.1.! Salesforce Einstein 
 

Salesforce has done an amazing effort in the last recent years to dive into the world of Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
and deep learning. With this investment, they have created a product that sits in the Salesforce Platform called 
Salesforce Einstein. 

Salesforce Einstein with its predictive capabilities with Machine learning provides insights over trends and 
recommendations over the platform by analysing the existing data in feeds, objects, etc. Moreover, it also 
provides other features such as image classification and some industry focused applications. 

 

3.6.2.! AppExchange 
 

The AppExchange is a market place embedded in the Force.com platform that allows organisations to add or 
purchase Force.com Apps, components or require external consultants.  

This facilitates organisations and developers to benefit from each other and avoiding to reinvent the wheel in 
the Salesforce ecosystem.  

 

Figure 32 - AppExchange marketplace 
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3.6.1.! Salesforce Trailhead 
 

Salesforce provides a very complete learning suite for all user types: developers, architects, CRM, Data 
analysts, DevOps, etc.  

They offering is a gamified learning that encourages users to learn the content and earn recognized badges. 
This has made Salesforce a reliable community where knowledge is constantly shared and support is 
provided.  

 
Figure 33 - Trailhead learning 
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3.7.! Legal considerations: Security, Privacy and Data Protection 
 

Privacy and Data protection are fundamental rights that every user has in the Spanish and EU borders. There 
are Spanish regulations that are currently in place and an upcoming EU regulation where all systems holding 
private data need to comply to. 

 

3.7.1.! Spanish legislations 
 

There are legislations and regulations in Spain which some security and data privacy requirements need to be 
met by all organisations operating in their systems. 

3.7.1.1.! Security Regulations: Legislation of 3/2010 
 

The security regulations and legislation of 3/2010 published at the BOE state that there is a minimum of 
security requirements for electronic/digital administration. These security requirements cover: login auditing, 
default security, limit authorised access to resources, etc. 

Salesforce is compliant to the Security aspects as it has embedded features regarding auditing and login 
tracing, as well as the login have two-factor authentication mechanisms for authentication and the 
authorisation to resources can be granted at a record level through sharing rules. Other articles it complies to 
is the ability to store the history of changes for records. 

The data is securely stored and protected in the salesforce instances.  

 

3.7.1.1.! Data protection regulations: Legislation of 15/1999 and 1720/2007 
 

The main regulations of these articles refer to the data regulations when exposed to direct consumers and the 
rights. It is the businesses responsibility to manage these and Salesforce provides tools for administrators to 
for managing data if deletions are required.  

 

3.7.2.! EU Regulation: General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) 
 

GDPR is a new EU regulation that becomes effective on May 2018. The EU places obligations on 
organisations for handing personal data information. At Salesforce, there are ready and encourage 
organisations to gain the knowledge and understanding of the impacts.  
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Salesforce is compliant to the regulatory requirements and attempts to train the businesses partnered with 
them to comply to these. The next figure shows the certificates Salesforce is compliant with: 

 

 

Figure 34 - Salesforce is compliance certificates in Spain [SFDC10] 

 

In addition, Salesforce is promoting one learning course for their organisations to through Trailhead to make 
them aware about privacy and data protection with the European Union. For access to this information please 
follow: https://trailhead.salesforce.com/trails/learn-privacy-and-data-protection-law/modules/european-union-
privacy-law-basics 

 

3.8.! Social-economic impacts 
 

One of the measurements for assessing Salesforce	s capabilities is to analyse the social and economic 
impacts that is provided with their platform, which is one of the important programs that the Digital Spanish 
Agency is promoting.  

These are some of the main characteristics that the Salesforce ecosystem provides in this aspect: 
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SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC ASPECTS SALESFORCE ECOSYSTEM ENGAGEMENT 
INFRASTRUCTURE Economical: SDFC offers cloud computing 

services where the having a shared pool of 
resources reduces costs for organisations. 

KNOWLEDGE SHARING Salesforce provides with an innovative program 
such as Trailhead for knowledge sharing and training 
purposes. It covers some general aspects and also 
how they are applied to salesforce. 

DIGITAL ECOLOGY Another benefit of being in the cloud is that it implies 
that there is less hardware to buy and maintain for 
organisations, hence less hardware to produce.  

INNOVATION + DEVELOPMENT Salesforce is a pioneer when it comes to Innovation 
and development. One of the main focus areas is 
Artificial Intelligence, Internet of Things and some 
very exciting features in the roadmap. More 
information about these in the Future trends at 
Chapter 7. 

DIGITAL CONFIDENCE Salesforce provides also an identity mechanism with 
their Salesforce Identity product. This enables 
external services to use salesforce identity provider 
as an identity mechanisms for users. 

Figure 35 - Some social-economic impacts 
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Chapter 4:!  
Design and Architecture of the 
Force.com platform 
 

4.1.! Overview 
 
This chapter covers how the underlying Force.com platform	s architecture works with its metadata-driven 
approach and describes how multitenancy is architected in the platform. It will cover topics such as its 
multitenant architecture, the security model, the underlining infrastructure and external integrations amongst 
other topics. 

 

4.2.! Introduction 
 
Though Salesforce.com began as a CRM, it evolved to offer a whole variety of applications built on top of a 
common platform: The Force.com platform.  

Salesforce.com evolved from being a Software as a Service (SaaS) in the cloud to a Platform as a Service 
(PaaS) � which is known as the Force.com platform. This transition came naturally: from just offering an 
existing software to organisations to being able to customise and develop custom Apps in the Force.com 
cloud for every organisation. 

Some of the main benefits come inherently with the PaaS approach, as organisations will gain from constant 
updates, infrastructure abstraction and add-ons of new technologies out-of-the-box. This impacts the 
organisations productivity when building new Apps on the platform as they can focus on the business logic 
exclusively. 

The Force.com platform offers multiple functionalities out-of-the-box, where every organisation can build and 
leverage these in just a few point-and-clicks of configuration. Providing custom multitenant capability in the 
platform adds some unique complexity which the Salesforce.com team have shared and solved through 
metadata definition. In the next sections these will be more detailed describing the internal architecture that the 
Force.com platform has been built on. 
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4.3.! The Force.com Platform – How the magic happens 
 

Force.com is an on-demand platform that supports over 100,000+ organisations. A tenant is an organisation 
hosted in the Force.com platform. The platform offers environments, common resources and a common UI 
that is shared across multiple organisations, providing a multitenant nature to the solution. In addition, tenants 
share the same database and network spaces � in other words, the platform offers a single shared stack of 
software and hardware to the organisations which can be customised for every organisation. This section will 
describe how the multitenant nature of the Force.com platform has been architected and designed and what 
are the principle drivers for this type of nature. 

 

4.3.1.! Multitenancy 
 
As described, resources are shared across multiple tenants. However, the Force.com platform guarantees 
virtual isolation to each of the tenants in multiple dimensions. Some of these are: 

-! Organisations appear to have separate instances, though they live in the same shared resource; 

-! Force.com as a PaaS enables customisations for each one of the tenants via metadata driven model in 
the architecture. These changes are managed and done in runtime.; 

-! Data remains secure and insulated from between organisations. 

One of the main advantages of the multitenant applications is the reduced cost of delivering the same 
application to multiple organisations as the number of tenants grow organically. A few of the advantages of a 
multitenant approach are: 

-! Multitenancy provides an architectural approach that benefits providers and users, as it easies common 
software upgrades with a very low hardware changes, which make overall costs lower.  

-! Supporting a single code base and its underlying platform (databases, operating system, etc.) makes it 
easier to provide upgrades at a higher pace and roll the changes out to all tenants. 

-! Deployment is centralised and not offered on premise instances, which facilitates the release process. 

-! The number of integrations to external services is simplified as a consequence of having a single source. 

-! Technology updates are transparent to the tenants.  

-! Defects or bugs that may be detected are fixed for all tenants. 

-! There is a large community of developers that provide continuous feedback and improvements as there is 
a common suite of features. 
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Figure 36 - Multitenant applications sharing resources [ARCH1] 

 
4.3.2.! Metadata-driven architecture 

 

The Salesforce.com platform offers standard data objects, which are common to all tenants. However, one of 
the biggest challenges of multitenancy is to allow specific customisations per tenant. These customisations 
need to be tenant specific covering a few requirements: 

-! Secure: Ensuring that one tenant can	t see other tenant	s data; 

-! Customisable: storing new custom objects and fields per tenant, without affecting or compromising the 
architecture; 

-! Reliable and scalable: Make changes in runtime in order not to have code recompilations and environment 
restarts; 

-! Fast and zero downtime: Optimal response time and high-availability for the enormous number of requests 
to the services that tenants are subscribed to; 

It is very hard to create statically compiled applications that are error free and cover all the concerns above. 
Metadata-driven designs solve these concerns and provide the necessary flexibility to the system, fulfilling the 
requirements for each one of the tenants. The metadata is data about the application itself and it is specific to 
every organisation. This approach uses a runtime engine that generates components from the metadata.  

As an example of metadata, one of the core components in the platform are the Objects � which are similar to 
tables in a Relational Database Management System (RDBMS). The difference is that these are logical tables, 
not an 
actual� tables created in a database. All fields created as part of the Object (equivalent to columns in a 
database) will be stored as part of metadata, as well as other data such as database triggers, stored procedures, 
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etc. These are all stored as metadata which will then be rendered with the system	s Runtime engine in order to 
create the virtual logical components. One of the main benefits with this approach is that any required update is 
trivial as it is held within the metadata boundary. 

In the metadata-driven application there is a separation between the runtime engine, data, common 
application metadata, and tenant-specific metadata. 

 

-! The Polymorphic application is the adaptive Web application that can render 
runtime data and it is shared across all tenants.  

-! The Runtime engine is the engine in charge of transforming the metadata 
into a logical format. 

-! The Shared databases contain 3 types of data: 

•! Tenant Specific Metadata: this is metadata related to the tenant specific 
fields such as custom fields and objects. 

•! Common Metadata: metadata related to shared objects common to all 
tenants. 

•! Data: data inserted with relation to the metadata	s definition. 

 

 

 

4.3.3.! The Force.com platform architecture  
 

Force.com metadata-driven architecture is fully optimised to deliver the main goals described such as 
performance, scalability and customisation. In the Force.com platform, a lot of the customisable functionality is 
stored as metadata, such as Objects, Forms, Reports, Work flows, User access privileges (security), Tenant 
specific customisations, Business logic, Data table relationships (indexes, foreign keys, etc.); 

All these are stored in the metadata tables. Whilst is clear that metadata provides some benefits such as 
scalability and runtime customisations, there is a challenge presented from an architectural and design 
perspective to ensure performance, security and ensure robustness of the platform. The following diagram 
represents how the metadata and architecture is structured in the in the Force.com platform and its main 
internal components: 

Figure 37 - Metadata-driven 
architecture logical view 

[ARCH1] 
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Figure 38 - Force.com Metadata-driven architecture [ARCH1] 

 

-! Shared database: as described previously, all the metadata and raw data is stored in a shared database 
compounded of multiple tables. As all the raw data is stored in large databases for the logical tables, the 
runtime engine maps the correct metadata with its raw data. 

-! Metadata Cache: in order to ensure performance is enhanced by the Runtime platform, the access to 
the Metadata is cached smartly to ensure platform scaling. The Memory cache with the metadata 
prevents the requests to go continuously to the physical databases, avoiding blocking input and output 
requests to the physical storages and improving response times. 

-! Bulk Data Processing Engine: in some of the transactions large sets of data need to be processed 
modifying the existing data in the Shared Database. The data processing engine has the capability of 
modifying data in bulk loads for large sets offering retry mechanisms and highlighting failures during the 
process. 

-! Full-text Search Engine: The Force.com platform offers a global search capability. To enhance response 
times, the platform leverages full-text indexing and searches. These are indexed and stored by tenant and 
user specific in order to offer high customisation. To keep these up to date with the modified data, there is 
an asynchronous background process in charge of updating the search engine results in a near-real time 
manner. 

-! Runtime application generator: it dynamically builds the application depending on the user requests. 
To be able to build up the response, the runtime application generator needs to be aware about the 
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tenant and its specific metadata in order to pull the correct data and perform the right rendering and 
applying the correct function accordingly. 

 
4.3.4.! Force.com Data model definition 

 

The metadata-driven data model in the Force.com platform avoids having to manage changes of databases 
structures customised to each application and tenant. The following diagrams dissects how the data model 
designed in the Force.com platform: 

 

 

Figure 39 - Force.com Platform Multi-Tenant Data model [ARCH1] 
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4.3.4.1.! Metadata Tables 

 

The Metadata Tables stores metadata values for each one the tenants for every existing structure type that the 
Force.com platform handles and that is customisable (Objects, Fields, Forms, User Permission Sets, etc.). 

An example of three core functionalities is the entity-relationship between Objects, Fields and their Data 
structure.  

 

 

Figure 40 - Data Model in Force.com: Example of Entity-relationship diagram Objects, Fields and Data [ARCH1] 

 
 
The Objects metadata table stores information about the custom entities created by an organisation. All 
records include a unique identifier (ObjId), the organisation identifier (OrgId) and the name given to the table or 
entity.  

The Fields metadata table stores information about custom fields for shared and custom objects. Fields would 
be the equivalent to storing information about a column of a table. This table has a many to one relationship 
with the Objects table, as one Object can have multiple Fields (the behaviour is emulating a real database 
structure: a table has multiple columns). 

The information stored in this metadata table is a unique identifier (FieldId), the organisation it belongs to 
(OrgId), the column name in the Object (FieldName), the field	s data type, a Boolean type requiring if the field is 
indexed and the position of the field in the Object in relation to other fields. 

 

4.3.4.2.! Data Tables 
 

The Data tables are where the large heap of data is stored (the raw data). All the accessible data that is stored 
maps coherently to the defined metadata Objects and Fields. Each row contains a unique identifier of the 
record and the organisation it belongs to. It also has a many-to-one relationship with the Object table as it 
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emulates a Databases table behaviour (one table contains multiple rows). All rows created in the Force.com for 
an Object have a name assigned to it.  

The table contains 500 additional columns (Value0 to Value500) to store the data for each one of the 
corresponding fields. All these columns are stored in a variable length string type so that any data type can be 
stored (text, number, date, date/time, picklists, etc. � though the list is limited to a few more data types).  

When an organisation modifies a custom field or object, Force.com manages the update of the rows in the 
Data table and forces the necessary checks declared (i.e. not nulls in a field, updates in a formula field, etc.). 
When reads or writes are performed on the Data table, all the necessary database conversions are done 
mapping each of the Values to their correspondent type (TO_NUMBER, TO_DATE, TO_CHAR).  

 

 

Figure 41 - Example of Data Table with data [ARCH1] 

 

There are four additional columns in the Data table for Auditing purposes. These columns are: when and which 
user created the row, when and which user last update the row. It also has an additional column that ensures 
soft deletes in the database with a Boolean IsDeleted column.  

Force.com also supports large texts. However, these are stored in a separate table called Clobs which the 
system runtime joins with the corresponding row when necessary. 

 

4.3.4.3.! Specialised Pivot Tables 
 

Pivot Tables are tables that store relationships, triggers, stored procedures, etc. between the metadata. They 
are multiple Pivot table types. Some of the most relevant ones are described below: 

-! Indexes Pivot table:  
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Traditional database tables rely on indexes to enhance performance in their searches. However, in this 
approach, instead of creating specific database indexes these are stored this table and leveraged by the 
search engine query. Only Strings, numbers and dates are allowed as values for indexing. 

 

 

Figure 42 - Indexes Pivot Table Entity-relationship diagram [ARCH1] 

 
-! UniqueFileds Pivot table:  

Allows fields to have be unique. This table is very similar to the Indexes table but ensuring the uniqueness of 
the data and avoiding data duplication for a field. 

-! Relationships Pivot table: 

This table is used to declare referential relationships between the Objects.  

 

 

Figure 43 - Relationship Pivot Table data model [ARCH1] 

-! FallbackIndex Pivot table: 

This table is used as a failure resilient mechanism in case the search engine of the platform becomes 
overloaded. 

-! History Tracking table: 
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Force.com provides a functionality to audit and track all changes in any field. When this option is active, 
auditing data is stored in this table asynchronously. 

 

4.3.4.4.! Data Partitioning 
 

 
Data partitioning is the process in charge of dividing the data in to smaller chunks that can be logically 
separated. This technique is used for improving performance, scalability and availability.  

In the Force.com platform all data types � Metadata, Data and Pivot Tables are physically partitioned by 
tenant. Partitioning is done leveraging the provided native database partitioning mechanisms. This way, every 
query that targets a tenant specific information can be rapidly accessible and it is isolated. 
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4.4.! Security model 
 
Defining security and user access in Force.com can be achieved at many different levels. For starters, 
administrators can create users.  

Every user created in the Force.com application must be assigned a license type. There are various licenses 
which grant access to the different products and services that Salesforce provides as part of their suite of 
offerings.  

The two main license types are the Salesforce license � which provides full access to the CRM plus all the 
custom build functionality in the Force.com platform � or the Salesforce Platform license which provides 
access to the Force.com core elements without CRM functionality. It allows however to use accounts, leads, 
contacts, reports, dashboards, documents. 

Security can be added at various levels, from the lowest level that manages record level sharing in an Object 
to pieces of functionalities and views. To define all these level types of access, Salesforce provides the 
following security options: 

-! Profiles: profiles help define user permissions at a granular level for available platform functions (shared or 
custom). Every profile needs to be associated to one license type. They are a set of Standard Profiles and 
new custom profiles can be built over the standard ones. 

A profile can control user permissions, user interface visibility and access to data on multiple levels: 

•!Permissions: define actions for a user (i.e. Objects they can have access to) and access to data 
permissions (read, write, delete, create). 

•!User Interface access: control page layouts, tabs, applications visible. 

-! Permission sets: permission sets grant users a set of permissions at a very similar granularity than the 
profile. The major difference is that a user can have multiple Permission Sets whilst it can only have one 
profile associated. A Permission Set grants extra permissions over the profile that has been set to a user.  

-! Manual Sharing: allows to grant manual access to users for specific records of an object.  

-! Sharing rules: rules to allow read/write access to records. 

-! Organisation Wide Default sharing (OWD): OWD is used to define the baseline access level of users to 
records. Then other sharing rules can be applied to users to grant more access. 

-! Role Hierarchy access: defines data access rights depending on the role-hierarchy if assuming no 
sharing rules have been created. 
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Figure 44 - Security visibility for users in Force.com [ARCH5] 

 

4.5.! Integrations 
 

The Force.com Platform offers multiple integration points to communicate with the external world. Allowing 
integrations with external systems permits bidirectional interaction out of the Salesforce boundaries.  

There are multiple ways to integrate with Foce.com: 

-! Through the Apex language: exposing Web Services classes to external systems and invoking external 
systems through Web services. 

-! Outbound messages: triggers invoke to external Web Services when data changes. 

-! HTTP and REST integration. 

-! Email integration for inbound and outbound messaging. 

-! Force.com SOAP APIs. 

4.6.! Salesforce and Force.com platform limits 
 

Providing great flexibility to organisations with a metadata-driven architecture has a lot of benefits as shown 
throughout the features that the platform offers. However, this also comes with some limits as the resources 
are shared and there is a common structure where the data is stored. As an example, a custom Object has 
certain limits, like the number of fields it can have, number of sharing rules, number of validations etc. 
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Figure 45 - Example of Force.com limits in a Custom Object 

 

Salesforce limits can vary in many cases depending of the licensing purchased of the service. However, limits 
exist across nearly all functionality. More information regarding the platform	s limitations can be found on: 
https://developer.salesforce.com/docs/atlas.en-
us.salesforce_app_limits_cheatsheet.meta/salesforce_app_limits_cheatsheet/salesforce_app_limits_overview.
htm  
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Chapter 5:!  
Development Life Cycle in Force.com 
 

5.1.! Overview 
 

This chapter covers the end-to-end Development Life Cycle in the Force.com platform with a practical 
example. It will first describe the scope and functionalities of the example and then how has the development 
been supported applying a Continuous Development practice describing its underlying technologies for 
Force.com.  

 

5.2.! Introduction 
 

Software development implementation has evolved to offer a more rapid, robust and efficient development 
with practices such as Continuous Integration and Continuous Development, as described in Chapter 2. But, 
how are these practices approached by a cloud based service like Force.com? How is it possible to retain a 
single source of truth and deploy development changes in a repetitive, automated manner? What tools does 
the platform provide to facilitate best practices in the development experience?  

This chapter will cover all topics regarding development in the Force.com platform applying CI and CD 
practices in the process. It will also highlight the toolset of offered technologies and plugins and supported by 
the platform and integrated with external open-sourced tools.  

The Force.com platform offers highly configurable and custom development. Many of the changes are based 
on a point-and-click basis. At the same time, all these are stored as metadata. In the following sections, the 
full end-to-end development process is detailed following with a custom-built Force.com project, following the 
next steps: 

1.! Creating environments in Force.com. 

2.! Creating point-and-click and code changes to an environment. 

3.! Setting up the development tools and the CI/CD pipeline for the Force.com platform with the selected 
technologies. 

4.! Running the process and obtaining results.  
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5.3.! The UC3Mforce App: a Force.com application 
 

This section describes the features of an application built entirely in Force.com. The application is a new 
custom Application called UC3Mforce. 

The UC3Mforce is an application that manages Movies and Reviewers for administration and blockbuster 
purposes. It allows to manage which Reviewers have watched to what Movies, as well as the review scoring 
obtained. Multiple features have been added to the UC3Mforce application. The main features in the 
application are: 

-! Management of Reviewers, Movies and scores. 

-! Reports and Dashboard using Lightning components. 

-! Social feeds with automated workflows when a great review scoring is added. 

-! Other out-of-the-box features such as Mobile app, Tasks and Event management.  

The source code of the project can be checked out from: https://bitbucket.org/dhivesh/uc3mforcecode/ 

 

5.3.1.! Data Model 
 

The data model defines the relationship and the data stored for the UC3Mforce application.  

The UC3Mforce data model consists on: 

-! Reviewer object: The Reviewer object stores the people who review movies. The Reviewer object is a 
custom object that has a relationship with the standard User object that comes within the Force.com 
platform. This object has the following fields as shown in the figure: 

 

 

Figure 46 - Reviewer Object fields 
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-! Movie object: The Movie object stores the movies that can be reviewed by the reviewers. This object 
contains a picklist to Categorise the Movies in different genres.  

 

 

Figure 47 - Movie Object fields 

 

-! Movie Reviewer Junction object: this object is used to store a many-to-many relationship between Movies 
and Reviewers, as a Reviewer can rate various Movies and a Movie has multiple Reviewers. It also 
contains the reviewer	s movie score (rating). This Object has a Master-detail relationship with the Reviewer 
object and a lookup field with the Movie object. This ensures that when a reviewer record is deleted, the 
records in this many-to-many table are also deleted. 

 

 

Figure 48 - Movie Reviewer Junction object fields 

 

-! Task and Event object: shared object provided out-of-the-box from the Force.com platform. These are 
related to any User and can be related to any objects. These objects allow creation and assigning of tasks 
amongst Users and also allow to create Events that can be shown in a Calendar. 

The overall relationships and data model can be shown through the Schema Builder of Force.com. The 
following figure represents the Data Model for the UC3Mforce App: 
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Figure 49 - Data Model for the UC3Mforce App from the Schema Builder 
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5.3.2.! User Interface 
 

The Force.com provides a rich out-of-the-box UI that has been applied to the UC3Mforce app. The following 
sections detail the UI offerings in the UC3Mforce app. 

 

5.3.2.1.! Page layouts 
 

The Force.com platforms allows to create a responsive out-of-the-box user interface through page layouts. 
Page layouts are associated with the Objects and build forms for allowing to create records for each one of 
the objects inserting data in their fields. In the UC3Mforce app case, the new page layouts have been created 
through the Custom objects for Movie, Reviewer and their Junction object.  

 

Figure 50 - Movie creation UI form 

 

Figure 51 - Movie Record 
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5.3.2.1.! Activating Lighting component 
 

Lightning enables reskinning the traditional Salesforce classic look and feel. Its creates rich UI components 
within the Force.com platform and gives developers the chance to create their own components using 
Javascript, CSS and HTML5.  

For the UC3Mforce App, the Lightning component has been enabled in order to gain the out-of-the-box 
benefits of a rich interface. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 52 - Salesforce Classic UI vs Lightning Experience UI in the UC3Mforce App 

 

5.3.2.2.! Mobile App 
 

One of the major efforts Salesforce has made throughout the years is to provide a highly adaptable out-of-the-
box solution for Mobile devices through their Salesforce1 app. The UC3Mforce App has been enabled to 
provide Mobile functionality. 
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Figure 53 - Salesforce1 Mobile - 
UC3Mforce App 

 

 

Figure 54 - Salesforce1 Mobile - 
UC3Mforce App Dashboard 

 

 

Figure 55 - Salesforce1 Mobile - 
UC3Mforce App Menu/Tabs 

 

 

5.3.3.! Reports and Dashboards 
 

One of the features the UC3Mforce app offers is to provide rich visibility associated to the data for Movies and 
Reviewers through Reports and Dashboards. Its purpose is to provide a quick view of how many reviewers 
have rated a movie, categories classifications, scoring for each movies and categories, etc. 

 

5.3.3.1.! Reports 
 

For UC3Mforce app, a Matrix type report has been created where data has been extracted from the Junction 
object and a union has been applied with its references linking Reviewers and Movies. The data has been 
classified by Movie categories and average and sum calculations have been applied over the results obtained. 
The next figure shows an example of the report setup: 
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Figure 56 - Building Matrix report for Movies Scoring 

 

The next figure shows an extract of how the data is displayed in the Matrix and how the report is looks visually 
with the selected graph settings:  

 

 

Figure 57 - Report results and graph associated 
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5.3.3.1.! Dashboards 
 

In the UC3Mforce app a lot of the data is visually interesting to view. A personalised public dashboard in the 
Force.com has been created leveraging the Matrix report generated. The dashboard contains a suite of 
different graphs built over the Lightning UI.  

 

Figure 58 - UC3Mfoce App Dashboard 

 
-! Number of Reviewers per Movie: Displays the how many reviews a movie has had and the total number of 

reviews. 

-! Average Movies Scoring: Average rating of all movies. 

-! Reviewers per Categories: Number of reviews for each Movie Category. This helps understand which is 
the most popular category. 

-! Movies Scoring per Categories: Average rating score for each movie, bundled by categories. 
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5.3.4.! Calculations 
 

A field has been added to the Movie Reviewer Junction object called Movie Review Status. This additional field 
is of type Text and its value is calculated when a movie review is inserted or updated. The value stores a Text 
containing the values Outstanding, Good, Acceptable or Bad depending on the score set by the reviewer. 

This field is calculated through an Apex Trigger which calls an Apex class to set the value accordingly 
whenever a new review is created or updated. For more information regarding the Apex Class, Trigger and 
test class associated, please review the Appendix where the code is explained. 

 

 

Figure 59 - Movie Review Status Calculated value through Apex code 

 

5.3.5.! Business processes 
 

When a movie has been rated or its scoring has been updated by a reviewer, there is an automated process in 
the background that will post on the administrator	s social Chatter feed that a movie has been highly 
recommended. The next figure shows how the Business process flow has been set up through the Process 
Builder and the logic applied. 
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Figure 60 - Process Builder for the Posting the highly scored movies in the Chatter feed 

 
The next image shows the outcome of the automated process when a review has been highly rated. 

 

 

Figure 61 - Highly rated movie feed in UC3Mforce 

 
5.3.6.! Security and permissions 

 

A new profile and a new permission set for the UC3Mforce app has been created. This allows users with the 
profile UC3M Profile and the UC3Mforce permission set to have access to the UC3Mforce app and display its 
UI. 
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Figure 62 - Security in UC3Mforce with Profile and Permission Sets 

 
The Profile/Permission set has been assigned permissions for viewing the Movie and Reviewer tabs.  

The UC3Mforce app has been created, assigned a logo and the tabs shown in the following figure: 

 

 

Figure 63 - UC3Mforce App manager 
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5.3.7.! Out-of-the-box features 
 

The app has leveraged some of the standard objects and features that the Force.com provides, promoting 
reusability.  

5.3.7.1.! Chatter feeds 
 

Chatter is the social media for the Force.com platform and it has been included as part of the UC3Mforce app. 
It enables making the UC3Mforce app collaborative. In this use case, Reviewers can chat and share their 
reviews through Chatter, as well as mention other reviewers, create polls, etc. All this functionality comes out-
of-the-box without having to build anything, but just by enabling Chatter as part of the UC3Mforce app. 

 

 

Figure 64 - Chatter feeds in the UC3Mforce 

 
5.3.7.2.! Files, Tasks, Events, Calendar management 

 

Other out-of-the-box functionalities that have been added into the App are the creation and tasks and events 
management, as well as the ability to share files amongst the reviewers in the system. 
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5.4.! Environments in Force.com 
 

The Force.com platform provides organisations with their own environment in the cloud. An environment is an 
instance of the Force.com platform for an organisation (also called org). Every business has a different release 
process and having different environments where to deploy and test the code changes help having a release 
process with the appropriate quality gates and testing phases. Development environments helps lowering risk 
by implementing changes and testing them in a different replicated system where the end users are working. 

Every organisation	s environment is deployed in one of Salesforce.com	s instances as there are resources 
shared in the same hardware due to the multitenancy nature. The instances statuses can be monitored at 
https://trust.salesforce.com/en/ . 

 

5.4.1.! Environment types in Force.com 
 

In order to fulfil a development cycle, the Force.com platform provides multiple environment types: 

-! Production environment: environment where the organisation operates with payed active users accessing. 
Every organisation is provided with a unique identifier. There is a Developer Edition environment which 
allows developers to try the Force.com environment for free with limited capacity. 

-! Development sandboxes: a development sandbox is a copy of the production org. There are various types 
of development sandboxes. 

•!Developer sandbox: copy of production	s metadata, but not the data. It has limited storage capacity. 

•!Developer Pro sandbox: copy of production	s metadata, but not the data. It more storage capacity 
than a normal Developer Sandbox. 

•!Partial Copy sandbox: this sandbox type is a copy of production	s metadata and selected data 
defined in a template. 

•!Full copy Sandbox: copy of the entire production instance with its data. This sandbox can be 
refreshed every 29 days as creating copies for large data volumes can become a long process. 

Sandboxes can be managed through point-and-click in the Force.com platform configuration and refreshed to 
update any changes that may have occurred in production.  

The following diagram maps an example Sandbox type distribution in an organisation where development and 
testing phases are isolated. This diagram represents which type could fit for purpose for an end-to-end 
development engagement and also highlights the particularity that they can be refreshed in order to 
synchronise the sandbox with the latest production metadata. 
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Figure 65 - Sandboxes in an organisation 
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5.5.! Implementation, Development Tools and Deployment tools in 
Force.com  

 

The majority of Force.com implementation can be done through point-and-click directly in an environment. 
Also, Force.com provides the ability to create custom code for the UI and through Apex classes. This section 
will cover how to manage changes in an organisation and the supporting tools.  

 

5.5.1.! Code structure in the Force.com Platform 
 

Changes made in an environment has its equivalent information stored in a metadata format. This metadata is 
accessible when connecting to the org through a suite of tools that Force.com provides. 

The main code structure of the Force.com metadata is based on the Deployment Descriptor file called 
package.xml. This file is an XML that is used to fetch or push metadata from an org.  

 

Figure 66 - UC3Mforce sample package.xml 

 

The complete package.xml can be found in the source code.  

In the example of the deployment descriptor, the content of the metadata (Apex code in this case) can be 
fetched. This allows us to have the source code of the org. 

 
5.5.2.! Development tools 

 

The Force.com platform provides a whole suite of tools to help developers build in the platform. The main 
development tools are described in the next table: 
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Development tools Description 

Developer Edition 
Environment 

Force.com environment to start building and testing Force.com features. 

Developer Console The developer console is an embedded IDE in the browser accessible through a 
sandbox and allows to build, test, debug Apex Classes and triggers.  

Force.com IDE IDE based on Eclipse with the Force.com plugin.  

Force.com CLI tool There are upcoming supported Command Line Interface tools that are gaining 
popularity due to scripting abilities. 

 

For the UC3Mforce App, the Development tools used have been the Developer Edition Environment for point-
and-click development, the Developer Console embedded in the environment and the Eclipse IDE with the 
Force.com plugin. 

 

5.5.3.! Deployment tools 
 

In order to deploy changes that have been made from one environment to another, the platform provides a 
whole suite of tools to facilitate the upstream and downstream changes. 

 
5.5.3.1.! Change Sets 

 

Change Sets are the simplest way to migrate changes between sandboxes. The Force.com platform provides 
a UI based manner to migrate changes from one organisation to another.  

There are some limitations with this option as not all components can be promoted and organisations must be 
connected so that the changes can promote. As an example, a change set could be applied from a sandbox 
that has been created from an organisation, but it wouldn	t be possible to promote the changes to a new 
organisation.  

 

5.5.3.2.! Force.com Migration tool 
 

The Force.com Migration tool is a Java-Ant based tool for moving metadata through a script from a local 
directory to a remote organisation. This is the recommend option specially in scenarios where there is 
development involved with a team. Other advantages of this method are: 
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-! Scripting the deployments and retrieval of metadata. 

-! Automated and repetitive deployment. 

This has been the chosen tool for the UC3Mforce App. 

 

5.5.3.3.! Command Line Interfaces 
 

CLI	s have gained popularity and new tools CLI based are upcoming for the management and interaction with 
a Force.com environment. Some of these CLI	s are the Force-dev-tool (https://github.com/amtrack/force-dev-
tool ) or the new Salesforce DX CLI (https://github.com/heroku/force ).  

 
 

5.5.4.! Data Management tools 
 

Many of the cases there will be Data migration scenarios either within a deployment or outside. The Force.com 
platform provides a suite of tools to facilitate Data Migration between environments or even uploading data 
locally or from a file. 

 

5.5.4.1.! Data Loader 
 

Data loader is an application that allows migrate Data in a bulk. It provides the facility to create all the possible 
CRUD operations for a set of data in an environment. In addition, it allows to upload a Comma Separated 
Value (CSV) file. 

 
5.5.4.2.! Workbench 

 

Workbench is a web interface where practically all operations achievable through the REST API are possible. 
This allows not only to manage Data, but also Metadata as well as create queries without having to surface 
inside the Salesforce environment. It can be logged through https://workbench.developerforce.com/login.php.  
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Figure 67 - UC3Mforce App Workbench query 
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5.6.! Continuous Integration and Continuous Delivery in Force.com 
 

This section describes how a CI/CD pipeline is built for the Force.com platform for organisations with a 
complex suite of environments through the UC3Mforce app. This process ensures automated deployments 
and provide quick feedback to developers.  

This process is done through automation when a change has been pushed to a repository, building the code 
in every change pushed to the repository, testing it and creating deployments to targeted environments. 

This section will cover the following steps applied to the Force.com platform and how it has been configured 
for the UC3Mforce App: 

1.! Code repository synchronisation through metadata. 

2.! Deployment process. 

3.! Building Continuous Integration and Continuous Delivery in Force.com. 

 

5.6.1.! Code repository synchronisation through metadata 
 

In Force.com, the development process may vary slightly as changes can be done directly in an 
environment/sandbox or in the Force.com IDE. In other words, in Force.com the developer must consider the 
development IDE to be a sandbox and other tools if required as the Force.com IDE.  

The challenges of having two places where development changes can occur requires some level of 
synchronisation. This synchronisation is achieved by aligning the metadata through the deployment descriptor 
in order to retrieve the metadata code from an environment.  This task can be achieved through the 
Force.com plugin or with CLI tools described in the deployment tools section.  

In the UC3Mforce app, the selected method of development has been a hybrid between developing directly in 
the Sandbox and retrieving and liaising metadata through the Force.com plugin in the Eclipse IDE. This can be 
done through the option of Refresh from Server, which will retrieve the Sandbox metadata for the components 
selected in the deployment descriptor (package.xml). 
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Figure 68 - Force.com plugin to retrieve metadata from Sandbox 

 
Once the code/metadata has been synchronised in a local development environment, the following step is 
simply to push the code in the repository. 

In the case of the UC3Mforce app, the repository type selected is Git which is hosted in Bitbucket server. This 
repository is used as the source of truth and for tracking development changes in an automated fashioned 
way through environments. When pushing the code, if other developers have made changes in the same 
branch the code will need to be updated locally first, resolving possible conflicts and then committed and 
pushed to the remote Git server.  

 

5.6.2.! Deployment process in Force.com 
 

Deploying changes to a Force.com sandbox is normally straight forward, but there are a few principles and 
singularities that the Force.com environments have. 

 

5.6.2.1.! Singularities when deploying to a the Force.com environment 
 

-! The Force.com environments are additive: changes in the Force.com environment are incremental. 
The consequences are if changes have been applied to an environment, they can	t be rolled back unless: 

•!A new deployment with a specific file (destructiveChanges.xml) is applied.  

•!A sandbox is refreshed. 

•!Changes are deleted manually. 

-! Deploying to a production environment runs all tests which has some additional requirements:  

•!All Apex tests are passing. 

•!Overall classes and triggers have a minimum code coverage of 75%. 
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-! Non-deployable code or Manual steps: a very small subset of configuration can	t be automatically 
deployed, but needs to be configured directly in the environment. This could cause a deployment to fail if 
the code been deployed has a dependency with a component that needs to be manually configured. 

 
5.6.2.2.! Deploying changes in Force.com 

 

There are multiple ways to deploy changes in a Force.com environment as described in the Deployment tools. 
For the UC3Mforce App, the selected option has been the Force.com Migration Tool (based on Ant). The 
rationale is that the changes can be picked up from the repository and then pushed to a sandbox through the 
Migration tool as it allows scripting. 

There are multiple options when selecting a deployment with the Migration Tool, which provides flexibility to 
customise the deployment type. The most common options are: 

-! Validation deployments (checkOnly): tests if a deployment would be successful without deploying the 
components in a target Org. 

-! Parameters to define the target Org: Configurations for username, password, server URL. 

-! Rollback on error: allows to set to roll back the changes if a deployment fails. 

-! Testing: optional for the sandboxes but mandatory for production.  

o! Run selected Test: allows to define selected suite of tests to run as part of the deployment. 

o! Run All Tests: runs all tests of an organisation.  

The Migration Tool allows to apply new changes through the package.xml file or delete changes from a 
sandbox through the destructiveChanges.xml file. When generating a deployment, the source directory or a 
zip file with the metadata needs to be provided as one of the deployment parameters. 

One of the main characteristics about the deployments is that the deployments history can be monitored in a 
Sandbox.  

 

Figure 69 - Deployment status for the UC3Mforce App 
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One of the important aspects when developing and deploying to a production environment is fulfilling that 
Apex Classes and Triggers have more than 75% of code coverage in test classes.  

Code coverage measures how much code has been tested of the overall written code. It allows developers to 
understand how code has been tested and the Force.com platform provides some tooling through the 
Developer Console to verify the coverage percentage and which are the uncovered lines by tests. 

 
 

Figure 70 – On the left: uncovered lines; On the right: Code Coverage for the Class 

 

5.6.3.! Building Continuous Integration and Continuous Delivery in Force.com 
 

5.6.3.1.! Technologies for the CI/CD process in Force.com 
 
The selected technologies for the CI and CD process implementation in Force.com for the UC3Mforce App 
have been: 
 

-! Development Environment: for the development environment, a mixture of the following tools has 
been used: 

o! Eclipse with the Force.com plugin: this has been used primarily to fetch metadata from the 
organisation and to synchronise the changes with the repository. 

o! Developer Edition Sandbox in the Force.com Platform for development: This has been used 
for all the point-and-click development and for building the Apex code through the Developer 
Console. 

-! Source Code Management: Git has been used in the Bitbucket server. 
-! Build automation server: Jenkins has been used as the build automation tool. The server can be 

run locally.  
-! Deployments: the deployments are executed with the Force.com Migration Tool built in Ant. This is 

invoked as a build step in Jenkins. 
-! Environments: there are 2 additional environments that have been created: 

o! CI environment: Developer Edition Sandbox in Salesforce. The purpose of this environment 
is to deploy the changes made by the different developers in a common sandbox and running 
their tests. 
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o! Test environment: Developer Edition Sandbox in Salesforce. The purpose of this 
environment is to deploy stable changes that have been successful in the CI environment in a 
common sandbox for testing purposes but running all tests for all developers and projects in 
an organisation. 

 
 

5.6.3.2.! CI/CD process in Force.com and implementation details 
 

The overall CI/CD process in the Force.com platform, and specifically the process that has been implemented 
for the UC3Mforce application consists of: 

1.! Pulling the metadata from the Developer Sandbox using Eclipse with the Force.com plug-in.  

2.! Executing pre-deployment manual steps in the target sandbox (non-deployable code). 

3.! Committing and pushing the metadata changes code to the Bitbucket repository in the develop 
branch. 

4.! When there are code changes in the develop branch in the Bitbucket server, a Jenkin	s job 
automatically begins the execution of the deployment to the CI Sandbox and runs the tests selected 
by the developer. This step implements the Continuous Integration step. 

5.! If the deployment in the CI environment is successful, a new Jenkins job automatically begins the 
execution of the deployment to the Test Sandbox and runs all tests in the sandbox. This step 
implements the Continuous Delivery step. 

6.! Post deployment manual steps: any manual execution that is not automatable and data migrations 
normally occur after the deployment has finished. 

One of the important considerations, is to bear in mind the minimum coverage for the Production sandbox. In 
other words, a release would be successful if the metadata deployment is successful, the tests pass and the 
minimum required code coverage is met. 

The next figure shows all the overall process with the mapped technologies for the Force.com platform: 
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Figure 71 - Continuous Integration and Delivery in the Force.com platform with technologies 

 

The two Jenkins jobs setup have some commonalities in their process: 

-! They connect to the Bitbucket repository and fetch the file system from the Develop branch.  

-! Then, it calls the Ant migration tool in order to trigger the deployments and test. 

-! Depending on the response of the Ant task, the build will be a success or failure. The CI Jenkins job is 
triggered automatically and the Test Jenkins job is triggered as a post-build step in Jenkins. 

 

 

 

Figure 72 - Jenkins jobs for UC3Mforce automated deployments 
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Chapter 6:!  
Project Management 

 

6.1.! Overview 
 

In this chapter, the related topics regarding project management are covered. This includes tasks developed 
for the project, methodology approach and tools, estimations and costs. In addition, also some Salesforce 
Licensing considerations and upgrades are mentioned. 

 

6.2.! Introduction 
 

The industry has evolved not only in technologies, but also in ways of working and in the ways of how to plan 
a project. The idea behind trying to achieve a task as quickly as possible comes with the paradigm of team 
work, communication and traceability.  

The fundamental paradigm has shifted from having a classic Waterfall model where everything is defined 
upfront before heading to the next phase, to an Agile where the idea is to add small incremental changes in 
the development while tasks are being defined simultaneously. In an Agile approach, the project management 
and scope considerations are intertwined. Throughout this project, some of the agile practices and tools have 
been applied and considered in the process. 

In the Salesforce ecosystem, there are a few considerations that may need to be catered for when planning a 
project and its estimations as it could have an impact of when projects are going to market.  

The main topic throughout this section is to understand the current project	s costs and planning. In order to 
calculate these values, the following steps are detailed: 

-! Salesforce.com project planning and release considerations. 

-! Project delivery methodology and planning with supported tools. 

-! Budgeting costs of the project. 
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6.3.! Salesforce.com project planning and release considerations 
 

Release management is also part of the project planning as it is a critical aspect of when the targeted go-live 
timeline looks like. There are a few considerations to have in mind when it comes to Release planning in the 
Force.com platform.  

The Force.com provides three major releases upgrades throughout a year	s time. This means that new 
features and changes are provided to all organisations in the Salesforce production instances. These upgrades 
are normally the Winter, Summer and Spring releases and the exact dates are published a month in advance 
at  https://trust.salesforce.com/en/ and there are also links to the Release notes. 

 

 

Figure 73 - Salesforce Release dates and instances status 

 

These dates and statuses of each salesforce instance gain importance as it is where all the orgs are deployed 
and mapped. The release notes will highlight what functionalities might be deprecated and which new ones 
will be featured. In a maintenance window, there can be some downtime for some functionality, however 
usually the experience is seamless. 
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6.4.! Project delivery methodology and planning 
 

At the initiation of this project, the milestones and two streams of work were identified: the documentation and 
the code development. For each one of these work streams, a backlog of tasks was created. 

In order to manage these streams of work and their tasks, some of the Agile tooling such as a Kanban board 
has been used in order to support the end-to-end delivery of the project and achieve the milestones. The 
selected digital tooling to manage the Kanban board for this project is Trello (https://trello.com). 

 

6.4.1.! Kanban board for the delivery 
 

A Kanban board is a visualisation tool for workflows that enable to optimise the flow of the work and track 
tasks. The following diagram represents a snapshot of the Kanban board that supported this project 
implementation: 

 

 

Figure 74 - Example Kanban board that supported this project delivery 

 

The Kanban Board has five columns to track the project tasks and different labels identifying the streams of 
work: 

-! Backlog: list of tasks remaining. 

-! To-Do: list contains of tasks that have been prioritised and that are ready to be implemented. 
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-! In progress: tasks in progress. 

-! In Review (QA): tasks that are done but need some quality assurance or a reviewer to validate the 
outcome. 

-! Done: finished tasks. 

-! Streams identification for each task: green cards represent the Coding stream tasks and blue cards 
represent Documentation tasks. 

If all the tasks that are contained in a card go from the Backlog to the Done column, the delivery has finished.  

One of the main aspects for an Agile approach is that Time and Resources are fixed, but what varies is scope. 
This has helped redefining in some cases the scope of the tasks and updating the code of the UC3Mforce 
App incrementally and with an achievable scope for the delivery timeline, when having appropriate feedback. 

 

6.4.2.! Burndown Chart 
 

A Burndown chart represents graphically the work accomplished versus the work left during a timeframe. It 
helps viewing progress and highlights if the estimations were done correctly. 

The next image represents a Burndown Chart that was used to view progress in a two-week period time 
frame of this project	s delivery. 

 

 

Figure 75 - Sample Burndown Chart for 2 weeks of this project's delivery 
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6.4.3.! Project assumptions for an end-to-end delivery model 
 

The project costs and delivery timelines were based on a set of assumptions. These assumptions helped the 
planning to match the efforts and timelines. These were the assumptions: 

-! Resourcing: one person with no full-time capacity. 

-! Fixed deadline: deadline time in September 2017. 

-! Code scope: primer objective is build a CI/CD pipeline in the Force.com ecosystem. Additional scope 
could be added if the time given to build a Force.com is feasible. Primarily use open-source 
technologies where possible. 

-! Tooling: leverage existing knowledge and experience of the Engineer with the Force.com tooling and 
the Force.com resources provided by their developer portal.  

-! Documentation: provided document template by UC3M. 

-! Research: market analysis to be done regarding a bundle of topics such as cloud services, CRMs, 
Salesforce, Continuous Integration and Delivery practices. 

-! Licenses: use free Developer Edition licenses in the Force.com platform. 

-! Quality assurance: QA done by the tutor. 

-! Demo: showcase a demo with a working CI/CD pipeline and automation from a Force.com 
developer	s perspective. 

 

6.4.4.! Project tasks and estimates  
 

The project began by generating some tasks for the different streams in the Kanban board. The list of tasks 
grew organically as tasks were broken down when needed into smaller chunks in order to view a more 
detailed progress of the delivery.  

The following diagram represents a Gantt chart with all the tasks and their estimated timeline, divided by the 
Code stream and the Documentation stream milestones. The timeline begins from September 1st 2016 and 
ends on September 22nd 2017. 
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Figure 76 - Project Estimated planning - Gantt Chart 

-! .  
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6.5.! Budgeting and project costs 
 

The budgeting process estimates the costs according to the 12 months planning. A few considerations of the 
assumptions have been taken into account for these calculations. 

 

6.5.1.! Salesforce Licensing costs 
 

Salesforce has various licensing types, but their usual fee is on a user basis. The licensing that suits the 
UC3Mforce app features for a production-ready environment sits under the Salesforce Platform product 
offering. As the UC3Mforce app has been built on Developer Edition environments it has no running costs. 

The costs for the Salesforce Platform pricing are shown in the next figure: 

 

 

Figure 77 - Salesforce Platform Pricing for user licenses [PM1] 

 

The License that would fit best if the UC3MForce app was in a production environment would be the 
Employee Apps Plus as it offers the Lightning features (100 euros user/month). 

 

6.5.2.! Project Costs 
 

The project costs have been calculated assuming an hourly rate of an experienced Engineer of 35 euros/hour. 
This makes the day rate 280 euros and the monthly rate 5600 euros, assuming a month has 20 working days. 
The project has been budgeted for a 12 months� period assuming that the Engineer�s resource capacity is 
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50%. This values that the total time spent of the engineer in the project has been 6 months, making a total 
cost for the Engineer to build the project of 33,600 euros before tax. Adding up the equipment running costs 
and other expenses make the total estimated value of the project.  

The project total estimated costs are 41,280 euros (including 20% tax). The next figure shows the breakdown 
of the costs: 
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Figure 78 - Project budgeting costs 
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Chapter 7:!  
Conclusions and Future Lines 
7.1.! Overview 
 

This chapter will provide conclusions and main outcomes of the project. It will also provide a vision of possible 
future lines of what will be the upcoming trends. 

 

7.2.! Conclusions 
 

This study case has achieved understanding why the Salesforce Platform is a great choice as a PaaS offering 
and how to achieve best development practices with the offered tools.  

Through the market research in this project and considered by the most prestigious firms as a market leader, 
the Salesforce Platform outstands when it comes to development speed, integration, infrastructure 
abstraction, security and service offerings.  

Salesforce.com began as a CRM solution in the Cloud and it has outgrown expectations becoming one of the 
technology pioneers in the market. The functionalities that have been added over time has extended their 
market becoming an attractive option even for industries that are not looking for a CRM solution.  

All this has been achieved through the manner that Salesforce manages multitenancy and a metadata-driven 
approach. These provides great flexibility to organisations by customising their businesses and fulfilling any 
requirement they may have and providing the platform the ability to extend and scale their solution.  

This project�s main focus area has been to analyse the Developer Experience view in the platform. This has 
been achieved through developing a Force.com application and implementing best industry standard 
practices such as Continuous Integration and Continuous Delivery processes.  

These processes have proven to reduce delivery time and reduce integration risks by providing quick feedback 
to the development team. This has been achieved by being able to deploy changes in the Force.com platform 
in an automated fashioned way with automated quality control.  

Through the implementation of the CI/CD process, one of the key highlights is that the platform enables 
external tools to integrate seamlessly and have the source code as the unique source of truth, enabling 
changes to be deployed in any environment and in a repeatable manner. 

One of the major observations by building the Force.com UC3Mforce App is that the project implementation 
has highlighted the low implementation effort, the high delivery speed and the vast number of functionality that 
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has been achieved through the platform. In addition, having the whole infrastructure, servers and hardware 
abstracted, has proven the point that the Salesforce Platform is great for businesses who want to focus their 
efforts in building business functionality and abstracting all the other complexities. Altogether, make the 
development practice in the platform simple and reduces overall costs. 

This project has also analysed some of the limitations that the platform has. From a development view, due to 
the additive nature of the Salesforce deployments, some of the changes have to be manually triggered in the 
target environments. Though these are very few in number, it is important to highlight that the order of 
deployment is important and deleting existing org values can become tricky.  

In addition, Salesforce also has a various number of documented limitations in the platform due to the 
multitenant nature. However, these limits are normally hard to hit and depend on the license type. Also, a way 
to mitigate this issue is through external integrations. 

From a business view, as the Salesforce Platform is very attractive and rich in the number of out-of-the-box 
features and reduced development time, business tend to increases develop every feature in the platform, 
which creates a dependency with the platform and a potential vendor lock-in.   
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7.3.! Future Work 
 

Regarding this project, the future lines are to build the CI/CD pipeline using Salesforce DX. Salesforce DX is 
currently in Beta testing and not publicly available.  

Salesforce DX has reinvented itself when it comes to CI/CD processes. DX provides a new suite of features: a 
CLI, creation of orgs through scripts, integration with Git, etc. There is even a new IDE available, the 
Force.com IDE 2. 

In addition, it would be useful to start extend some of the UC3Mforce app functionality through integrations 
with external custom built services, using Einstein�s AI in order to make data predictions, etc. 

There are a lot of trends in the technology space and Salesforce.com is considered a market leader in some of 
these. Salesforce.com has betted for trends such as Machine Learning with their product Einstein and are 
looking forward to release some of the current Beta features such as object detection and recognition, natural 
processing or intent recognition for conversation classification. 
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Glossary and Acronyms 
 

AWS: Amazon Web Services; 

AI: Artificial Intelligence; 

BI: Business Intelligence; 

CI: Continuous Integration; 

CD: Continuous Delivery; 

CLI: Command Line Interface; 

CRM: Client Relationship Management; 

DX: Developer Experience; 

HTML: Hypertext Mark-up Language; 

HTTP: Hypertext Transfer Protocol; 

IaaS: Infrastructure as a Service; 

IDE: Integrated Development Environment; 

IoT: Internet of Things; 

Java: object-oriented language ran on a virtual machine (Java Virtual Machine). 

JSP: Java Server Pages; 

Meta-data: configuration data about the data application. 

NIST: National Institute of Standards and Technology; 

PaaS: Platform as a Service; 

RDBMS: Relational Database Management System; 

REST: Representational State Transfer; 

SaaS: Software as a Service; 

Salesforce DX: Salesforce Developer Experience; 

SCM: Source Control Management; 

SDLC: Software Development Life Cycle; 
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SFA: Sales Force Automation; 

SFDC: Salesforce.com; 

SOAP: Simple Object Access Protocol; 

Tenant: a business/organisation that lives in the Force.com platform; 

UX: User Experience; 

VCS: Version Control System; 
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Appendix 
 

Configuring Bitbucket 
 

Source code repository is hosted in Bitbucket. Please follow the URL: 
https://bitbucket.org/dhivesh/uc3mforcecode/ and the code can be checked out. If the repository is not 
public, please send a request to Dhivesh.sadhwani@gmail.com and access will be granted. 

The current develop branch is under development and the master has a stable release.  

In order to hook up Jenkins with the repository�s credentials, create an SSH key to connect the credentials to 
Jenkins, follow these URL�s steps for SSH key set up: https://confluence.atlassian.com/bitbucket/set-up-an-
ssh-key-728138079.html 

 

Configuring Eclipse and installing the Force.com plugin 
 

The next suite of images show how to install the Force.com plugin in eclipse: 

 

Appendix Figure 1 - Installing Force.com plugin 

Creating a new Force.com project with the plugin: 
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Appendix Figure 2 - New Force.com project 

Sample deployment descriptor: 

 

Appendix Figure 3 - Sample deployment descriptor 
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Coding in the Force.com development environment and setting up 
Deployments with the Ant library tool 
 

Apex Classes 
 

Sample of the Scoring analysis class built for the UC3Mforce app: 

 

Appendix Figure 4 - Apex class 

 

Apex Triggers 
 

This next code snippet is a sample of the Apex Trigger class built in order to make calls to the created 
ScoringAnalysis class: 

 

 

Appendix Figure 5 - Apex trigger class 
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Apex Test Classes 
 

This next code snippet is a sample of the Apex test class built with 100% coverage: 

@isTest'
public'class'TestScoringAnalysisClass'{'
'''''
''''@testSetup'
''''static'void'setup(){'
' ' System.debug('Initialising'test'data'in'TestScoringAnalysisClass...');'
''''''''Movie__c'movie'='new'Movie__c'(Name='MovieTest','Category__c='Action');'
''''''''insert'movie;'
''''''''System.debug('Inserted'movie');'
''''''''Reviewer__c'reviewer'='new'Reviewer__c'(Name='ReviewerTester');'
''''''''insert'reviewer;'
' ' System.debug('Inserted'reviewer');'
''''''''UC3M_Movie_Reviewer_Junction__c'junction'='new'UC3M_Movie_Reviewer_Junction__c'(Reviewer__c='reviewer.Id,'Movie__c=movie.Id,'Score__c'='8.1);'
''''''''insert'junction;''''' '
''''''''System.debug('Inserted'junction'object');'
' ' System.debug('Test'data'setup'completed!');'
''''}'
'''''
''''static'testMethod'void'isReviewOutStanding()'{''
'''''''//'Retrieve'the'new'score'
'''''''UC3M_Movie_Reviewer_Junction__c'review'='getReview();'
'''''''System.debug('Outcome'after'insert:'''+'review.UC3M_Movie_Review_Status__c');'
'
'''''''//'Test'that'the'trigger'correctly'updated'the'status'
'''''''System.assertEquals('Outstanding','review.UC3M_Movie_Review_Status__c');'
''''}'
'''''
''''static'testMethod'void'isUpdatedReviewBad()'{''
'''''''//'Retrieve'the'new'score'
'''''''UC3M_Movie_Reviewer_Junction__c'review'='getReview();'
'''''''review.Score__c'='4.0;'
'''''''update'review;'
'
' '''review'='getReview();'
'''''''//'Test'that'the'trigger'correctly'updated'the'status'
'''''''System.assertEquals('Bad','review.UC3M_Movie_Review_Status__c');'
''''}'
'''''
''''static'testMethod'void'isUpdatedReviewGood()'{''
'''''''//'Retrieve'the'new'score'
'''''''UC3M_Movie_Reviewer_Junction__c'review'='getReview();'
'''''''review.Score__c'='7.0;'
'''''''update'review;'
'
' '''review'='getReview();'
'''''''//'Test'that'the'trigger'correctly'updated'the'status'
'''''''System.assertEquals('Good','review.UC3M_Movie_Review_Status__c');'
''''}'
'''''
''''static'testMethod'void'isUpdatedReviewAcceptable()'{''
'''''''//'Retrieve'the'new'score'
'''''''UC3M_Movie_Reviewer_Junction__c'review'='getReview();'
'''''''review.Score__c'='5.0;'
'''''''update'review;'
'
' '''review'='getReview();'
'''''''//'Test'that'the'trigger'correctly'updated'the'status'
'''''''System.assertEquals('Acceptable','review.UC3M_Movie_Review_Status__c');'
''''}'
'''''
'''''
''''private'static'UC3M_Movie_Reviewer_Junction__c'getReview(){'
''''''''return'[SELECT'UC3M_Movie_Review_Status__c''FROM'UC3M_Movie_Reviewer_Junction__c'WHERE'
UC3M_Movie_Reviewer_Junction__c.Reviewer__r.Name'=''ReviewerTester'];'
''''}'
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}'
'

 

Configuring Jenkins 
 

Download the latest stable version of Jenkins and run it. Inside Jenkins, configure Ant, Java, and a Git client. 
Also, add your credentials in the Jenkins credentials store. These are some steps to follow the configuration: 

Ant configuration in Jenkins: 

 

Appendix Figure 6 - Configure Ant in Jenkins 

Set up job to fetch from a repository: 
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Appendix Figure 7 - Configure SCM in Jenkins Job 

Define frequency of builds and trigger points: 

 

Appendix Figure 8 - Define Polling frequency in Jenkins job 

Set up build job environment and credentials: 
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Appendix Figure 9 - Secure your build 

Set up build step to the target environment calling the target Ant build step with the required password: 

 

Appendix Figure 10 - Build step definition for the CI environment 


